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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation, three multiuser detectors are developed for different application 

scenarios in direct-sequence code-division multiple access systems. The first detector 

is an overlapping widow decorrelating detector aimed at asynchronous reverse links. 

In companion with the design of this detector, a study on the decay property of the 

ideal decorrelating impulse response is presented, resulting in a quantitative descrip

tion of the decay rate as a function of the Cholesky factors of the cross-correlation ma

trix of user signature signals. This result can serve as a guide for determining window 

length of decorrelating or minimum mean-squared error multiuser detection in asyn

chronous multiuser systems. Based on this result, a signal-adapted window-length 

determination algorithm is developed for the proposed detector. Several supporting 

utilities for efficient implementation of the proposed detector are also described.

The second detector is a linear multiuser detector that is also aimed at the reverse 

links. Particularly, it is desirable for cases where the number of users is small and, 

thus, significant performance gain over the existing linear multiuser detectors is pos

sible. Unlike in the decorrelating and MMSE detectors, minimizing the bit-error rate 

is taken as the optimization objective in the proposed detector. To avoid undesired 

local minima of the highly nonlinear BER cost function, a set of convex constraints is 

proposed for the optimization problem. It is shown that this constrained optimization 

problem has a unique solution once the decorrelating detector exists. It is also shown 

that the proposed detector achieves the best performance among linear detectors for 

most realistic situations. In addition, a Newton barrier method is developed for effi

ciently calculating the coefficient vector of the proposed detector (i.e., the solution of 

the constrained optimization problem).

The third detector is an adaptive detector that is aimed at the forward link where 

information about interfering users is often unavailable. The proposed detector con
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sists of a bank of blind adaptive filters, one for each resolvable path, followed by a 

channel estimator and a coherent diversity combiner. To allow blind adaptation, the 

impulse response of each filter is decomposed into two orthogonal parts: one part is 

fixed as the decorrelating coefficient vector for the path in the absence of interfering 

users and the other is free to be adapted according to the mean-squared error criterion. 

Assuming perfect adaptation, the performance of the proposed detector is shown to 

be between those of the decorrelating detector and the minimum mean-squared error 

detector. Other studies conducted include the effects of fading on the performance of 

the proposed detector and the behavior of the proposed blind adaptation algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last decade, the demand of wireless communication services has experienced 

an unprecedented growth. With this growth, radio spectrum has been recognized 

as one of the very precious resources of nature and, as such, is required to be more 

efficiently utilized. Because of its bandwidth (spectrum) efficiency and some other 

attractive properties, direct-sequence code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) has 

recently become the most popular technique for multiplexing wireless users [l]-[4]. It 

was adopted in the recent air interface standards IS-95 and IS-665 and is also the 

choice of the third-generation wideband wireless systems called International Mobile 

Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000).

In a CDMA system, users are multiplexed by distinct spreading codes and share 

the entire transmission bandwidth simultaneously. When the spreading codes are not 

orthogonal to each other or when the user signals arrive at the receiver asynchronously, 

multiuser interference (MUI) exists and is the major limiting factor to system capacity.

MUI in the form of the so-called co-channel interference or adjacent-channel in

terference has been of concern in frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) and 

time-division multiple access (TDMA) systems in the past. It is only recently that 

multiuser detection as a scheme for suppressing MUI has received great interest with 

the growing popularity of DS-CDMA in wireless communications. This dissertation 

presents several new multiuser detection schemes for DS-CDMA systems.
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1.1 Previous Work

la  conveational DS-CDMA systems, a matched-filter receiver (MFR) is used to de

modulate user information bits. The MFR is only optimal for single-user transmission 

over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. Its performance drastically de

grades in the presence of high-power interferers. This phenomenon is often referred 

to as near-far (NF) problem [5] and has motivated considerable effort to develop NF- 

resistant multiuser detectors. In his pioneering work, Verdù developed the optimal 

multiuser detector which maximizes the joint a posteriori probability with a  compu

tational complexity that grows exponentially with the number of users [5]. Following 

the optimal multiuser detector, various suboptimal multiuser detectors with much 

reduced computational complexity have been proposed.

For the reverse link (e.g., from mobile stations to the base station) where infor

mation about the signature signals, timing, and sometimes received amplitudes of 

all active users is available, two classes of centralized, suboptimal, multiuser detec

tors, namely, linear and nonlinear multiuser detectors, have emerged [6] [7]. Linear 

multiuser detectors are characterized by linear mappings that are applied to the soft 

output of the conventional MFR in order to reduce the amount of MUI received by 

each user. Since linear mappings are determined by spreading codes, linear multiuser 

detectors are particularly suitable for systems using periodic spreading codes, i.e., a 

short spreading code is periodically used for each symbol of a user. Two well known 

linear multiuser detectors are the decorrelating detector for synchronous systems [8] 

and for asynchronous systems [9], and the minimum mean-squared-error (MMSE) 

detector [10]. The decorrelating detector minimizes the MUI regardless of the pres

ence of background noise and, hence, is analogous to the zero-forcing equalizer for 

single-user dispersive channels [11]. In comparison, the MMSE multiuser detector 

minimizes the mean-squared error (MSE) and is analogous to the MMSE [11] equal

izer for single-user dispersive chaimels. The linear mappings of the decorrelating and 

MMSE detectors are the inverses of the cross-correlation matrix of the user spread-
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ing codes and their modified version, respectively. The decorrelating detector is of 

particular importance because it not only achieves the optimal NF resistance without 

knowledge of the received signal energies but also lays the ground for the development 

of other more sophisticated multiuser detectors.

Nonlinear multiuser detectors include the successive cancellation detector [12] [13], 

multistage detector [14][15], and decision-feedback multiuser detectors [16]-[18]. A 

notable advantage of the successive cancellation and multistage multiuser detectors 

is that, unlike the linear detectors, they do not need to compute the inverse of the 

cross-correlation matrix of the spreading codes and, hence, are particularly useful for 

systems with aperiodic spreading codes. Since these nonlinear multiuser detectors 

use previous decision outputs to help the current decision, their performance largely 

depends on the reliability of initial estimates. In addition, they ail need to estimate 

the received signal amplitudes and generally have more complex structure than that 

of the linear multiuser detectors.

For the forward link, often the information of interfering users is not available at 

mobile units, which precludes the use of centralized multiuser detectors. Recently, 

attempts have been made to develop adaptive multiuser detectors that eliminate the 

need for information about interfering users. An adaptive decorrelating detector was 

developed and studied in [19] [20] and an adaptive MMSE multiuser detector was 

introduced in [21] and [22]. As in the case of adaptive channel equalization for single- 

user dispersive channels, the mean-squared-error criterion is advantageous over the 

zero-forcing criterion on which the decorrelating detector is based. Consequently, the 

adaptive MMSE multiuser detector has received more attention.

In [23], it was shown that minimizing the output energy of a linear multiuser detec

tor under the constraint that the energy of the desired user is maintained is equivalent 

to minimizing the MSE. Based on this observation, a blind adaptive detector called 

the minimum mean-output-energy (MOE) detector was derived to further eliminate 

the need for training sequences. This blind adaptation mechanism is of particular
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importance for fading channels where frequent re-training is required by an adaptive 

detector. Another interesting approach for designing blind multiuser detectors is the 

subspace approach proposed in [24]. However, subspace-based multiuser detectors are 

computationally much more complex and their performance is sensitive to the degree 

of accuracy in the estimates of noise or signal subspaces.

In addition to the above mentioned work, there has also been great interest in 

combining multiuser detectors with diversity reception techniques to eliminate MUI 

and achieve frequency diversity and/or space diversity gain simultaneously [25]-[27|. 

A very recent attempt along this line is to combine multiuser detection techniques 

and coding techniques [28] [29].

1.2 Scope of the Dissertation

This dissertation consists of six chapters. Chapter 2 presents preliminary knowledge 

about DS-CDMA systems as well as multiuser detection. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 make 

up the main body of the dissertation. They describe three new multiuser detectors 

for different communication scenarios. Chapter 6 presents concluding remarks and 

suggestions for further research.

The major concern of Chapter 3 is the design of an efficient centralized multiuser 

detector for DS-CDMA systems. Since the detector is targeted for the reverse link, 

where user synchronization is difficult, asynchronous transmission must be consid

ered. In this case, the ideal decorrelating and MMSE multiuser detectors are both 

noncausal and of infinite length. A new multiuser detector that combines the advan

tages of linear multiuser detectors and the decision feedback detector is proposed. The 

proposed detector divides the successive received symbols into overlapped windows 

and performs detection window by window. Efficient algorithms are also developed 

for updating the detector by exploiting the three-band tridiagonal structure of the 

system cross-correlation matrix. One of the major contribution of Chapter 3 is the
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study of the convergence and decay properties of the ideal decorrelating impulse 

response (IR). Based on the results obtained, a signal-adapted criterion for window- 

length determination is developed. The proposed detector is then further extended 

to frequency-selective multipath fading channels and its combination with diversity 

receivers is examined. It is important to note that the proposed detection scheme and 

the results on the properties of the ideal decorrelating IR can be readily extended to 

the case of MMSE multiuser detectors for asynchronous channels.

Chapter 4 is also focused on centralized multiuser detection. Since the bit-error 

rate (BER) is the ultimate performance index, we study the error probability function 

in a multiuser communication scenario. It is shown that the existence of local minima 

of the error probability function can be eliminated by imposing a set of appropriate 

convex constraints. It is also shown that once the decorrelating detector exists (i.e., 

the spreading codes are linear independent to each other), the proposed minimization 

problem has a unique solution. The uniqueness of the solution enables us to convert 

the constrained optimization problem to an equivalent convex program m ing problem. 

A Newton barrier method is then developed for solving the convex problem. Simula

tions are given to demonstrate that the resulting linear mulituser detector that takes 

the solution as its coefiBcient vector always outperforms the decorrelating detector. 

For most realistic cases, the proposed detector achieves the best performance among 

all linear multiuser detectors. Note that a single-user communication over a dispersive 

channel can be deemed to be special case of a multiuser communication, as will be 

explained later. The proposed detector also applies to the equalization for single-user 

channels. As in the case of multiuser communications, better performance than that 

of the conventional zero-forcing and MMSE equalizers can be achieved.

Chapter 5 is devoted to adaptive multiuser detection for the forward link. A 

blind multiuser detector is proposed for frequency-selective fading channels. The 

proposed detector consists of a hank of blind adaptive filters, where the IR of each 

filter consists of two orthogonal parts: one part is fixed as the decorrelating coefficient
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vector for a resolvable path in the absence of other users while the other is free to 

be adapted according to the MSE criterion. Under the proposed settings, minimi%ing 

the MSE is shown to be equivalent to minimizing the output energy. Consequently, 

the detector can be adapted without the need of training. In fact, to make the 

proposed detector work, the only information needed is the timing and spreading 

code of the desired user. In addition, we propose to add a channel estimator following 

the adaptive filter bank. Since the MUI is largely suppressed by the adaptive filters, 

channel estimation techniques for single-user communications can be used. With the 

estimated channel parameters, coherent diversity combining can be performed to best 

achieve multipath diversity gain. The proposed structure also applies to systems with 

multiple antennas to achieve space diversity gain. Another contribution of this chapter 

is the examination of the behavior of the blind adaptation algorithm. Conditions for 

convergence and the steady-state MSE of the algorithm are studied.

1.3 Contributions

The main contribution of Chapter 3 is a study on the convergence and decaying 

properties of the ideal decorrelating IR. Although linear multiuser detection has been 

subjected to intensive study in the past, the study that will be presented in Chapter 

3 is, to our knowledge, the first attempt to quantify the decay rate of the decorre

lating IR. The results provide guidelines on the implementations of linear multiuser 

detection in asynchronous systems, regardless of the schemes used to truncate the 

processing window. For instance, the results allow one to analytically determine the 

appropriate observation window length for a given set of user signatures and the 

degree of power imbalance, whereas extensive simulations are needed otherwise. An

other important new result is that although an exact decorrelating solution exists 

for a finite observation window, its performance is always worse than that of the 

ideal decorrelating detector and increases as the window length increases. This new
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result clears the misconception: The detection of asynchronous users is trivial since 

their mutual interference can be completely removed for a finite observation window. 

Other contributions include the proposed detection scheme, efficient algorithms for 

updating the proposed detector, and a method for window-iength determination.

The main contribution of Chapter 4 is the design of a constrained minimum- 

BER linear detector, which yields optimal HER performance among linear detectors 

for most of practical situations. The crucial and novel ideal in this design is the 

introduction of a set of convex constraints to the highly nonlinear BER cost function. 

The resultant constrained optimization problem has a unique minimizer, which is 

also, for most realistic situations, the global minimizer of the unconstrained BER 

cost function. As an associated product, a  Newton barrier method is also developed 

to search the detector coefficients.

In Chapter 5, the design of a blind adaptive detector for fi’equency-selective chan

nels is among the first attempts to attack adaptive multiuser detection problem in 

fi’equency-selective channels. The novelty here is to employ a bank of adaptive fil

ters, each being aimed at a path and being anchored on the coefficient vector of the 

decorrelctaing filter associated with the path as if there were no other interferers. 

This novel setting allows a blind adaptation. In addition, interesting new results are 

obtained firom a study on the effects of channel fading on the convergence of the pro

posed detector and an examination on the behavior of the proposed blind adaptation 

algorithm.
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Chapter 2 

DS-CDMA and Multiuser 

Detection Preliminaries

2.1 Introduction

As described earlier, different multiuser detectors are used depending on the type of 

user information available. In addition, a successhil detector design must consider 

many other factors such as channel characteristics, type of spreading codes used, 

timing among users, etc. In this chapter, some background knowledge, concepts, 

and terminology pertaining to wireless channels and direct-sequence code-division 

multiple access (DS-CDMA) models are presented to provide the basis on which the 

subsequent chapters are developed. Several multiuser detectors that were developed 

in the late 80’s and early 90's are also briefly introduced.

2.2 Mobile Radio Channels

2.2.1 Channel Characteristics

A wireless channel can be described by two characteristics: time dispersion and time 

variation. Time dispersion arises when the multiple replicas of the transmitted signal 

that propagate over different transmission paths arrive at the receiver with differ

ent time delays. Time variation is caused by the changes of transmission media or
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movement of the transmitter and receiver.

Let us first examine the effects of the channel on signal transmission. In wire

less communications, transmit signals are usually bandlimited around the carrier 

frequency and can be represented in general as

s{t) =  R e[sf(()e ;^^  (2.1)

where si{t) is a baseband signal and fc is the carrier frequency. When the above 

signal is transmitted over a time-varying channel with multiple paths, the received 

signal is given by

r{t) = '^On{t)s[t -  Tn{t)] (2.2)
n

where On{t) and r„(t) are the attenuation factor and delay associated with path n, 

respectively. Substituting (2.1) into (2.2), we can find that the equivalent baseband 

signal is

nit) = -  r„(t)] (2.3)
71

From (2.3), we see that the impulse response (IR) of the equivalent lowpass channel 

is given by

c(T , t) =  -  'Tii(i)] (2.4)
n

where S(t) is the Dirac delta function and c(r, t) represents the response of the channel 

at time t to an impulse applied at time t  — r. Hence the equivalent lowpass channel 

also has an equivalent number of paths with a complex path gain 

associated with delay r„.

Since fc is usually large, a small change in r„(t) will cause a significant change 

in phase shift of 27r/cT„(t). At times, the phase shifts associated with different paths 

result in the signal replicas adding constructively, which leads to a large signal en

velope at the receiver. At other times, the signal replicas add destructively and the
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received envelope is very small or essentially zero. This amplitude variation in the 

received signal is called signal fading.

When the number of paths is large, which is often the case, the IR c(r, t) can 

be modeled as a complex-valued Gaussian random process and so does the received 

baseband signal si{t). In the absence of a line-of-sight (LOS) or specular path, the 

envelopes of the IR |c(r,t)| and the received signal are zero-mean and Rayleigh dis

tributed at any time t [11]. In such a case the channel is said to be a Rayleigh fading 

channel. If there exists a LOS or specular path, the envelopes of the IR and the 

received signal have nonzero means and are Rice distributed. This type of fading is 

called Ricean fading [11]. In addition, a Nakagami-m distribution is also often used 

to model the fading signal envelopes which becomes the Rayleigh distribution when 

m =  1 [30].

When there is only one path with a constant gain and the only impairment in the 

channel is AWGN, the channel is called an AWGN channel. Because of its simplicity, 

an AWGN channel is often a convenient starting point for subsequent analysis. When 

there exists one LOS path with a strong gain compared to the gains of other paths, 

and the mobile units are relatively stationary and free from local scattering, the 

channel can be well approximated in terms of an AWGN channel.

2.2.2 Classification of M ultipath Fading Channels

Multipath fading channels are classified according to their time spread and time 

variation rate. A strict definition of these two characteristics involves the channel 

correlation functions and power spectra, which will be described below.

We first examine the time dispersion of the channel. When the gains of difierent 

paths are uncorrelated with each other, which is often the case [30], the autocorrela

tion function of the IR can be defined as

t) =  ^E[c*{tx\ ti)c(r2; ti 4- ()] (2.5)
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where E  stands for the expectation and c* is the complex-conjugate of c. If t  =  0, the 

resulting correlation function <p{r) =  ^ (r; 0) is called the multipath intensity profile or 

the delay power spectrum of the channel. Typically, the value of <f>{r) decreases with 

increasing r  and a typical </i(r) is plotted in Fig. 2.1. The range of values of r  over 

which 0(r) is essentially nonzero is called the multipath spread of the channel and 

is denoted by T^. If the Fourier transform of < (̂r; At) with respect to r  is denoted 

by $ (/;£ ) and $ ( / )  =  $ (/;0 ) , then the range of values of A /  over which |$ ( / ) | is 

essentially nonzero is called the coherence bandwidth of the channel. As a result of 

the relationship between 0(r) and $ ( /) ,  we have

A / »  —  (2.6)
-̂ m

If the bandwidth of a transmitted signal is large compared to the coherence bandwidth 

A /  of the channel, the channel is said to be frequency selective and is sometimes 

referred to as a wideband channel. In this case, the diflferent components in the signal 

that are separate in frequency larger than A/  are affected differently by the channel 

and, as a consequence, the signal is severely distorted. On the other hand, if the signal 

bandwidth is small relative to A /, then the channel is said to be frequency nonselective 

(or flat) in that all frequency components in the signal are passed with approximately 

equal gain and Unear phase. Flat channels are also known as narrowband channels.

We now discuss the time varying nature of the channel. If the Fourier transform 

of $ (/;£ ) with respect to t is denoted by 5 ( / ;  A) and 5(A) =  5(0; A), then the range 

of values of A over which 5(A) is essentially nonzero is called the Doppler spread of 

the channel and is denoted by Using the Fourier transform relationship between 

5(A) and $(£) =  $(0;£), we conclude that the reciprocal of Bd is a measure of the 

time duration over which the channel IR is essentially invariant, that is.

At ss —  (2.7)

Since A t  represents the time duration over which two received signals have a large 

ampUtude correlation, it is called the coherence time of the channel. The coherence
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Figure 2.1. The delay power spectrum of a typical mobile channel.

time and the Doppler spread are largely determined by the velocity of the mobile 

station. If is defined as the time duration over which is greater than 0.5, then 

the coherence time is approximately given by

9
(2.8)

where fm is the maximum Doppler shift, v is the velocity of the mobile station, and 

A is the carrier wave length [32]. A channel is said to be fast fading if its coherence 

time is smaller than the symbol period of the transmitted signal. In this case, the 

Doppler spread is significant relative to the signal bandwidth. On the other hand, if 

the coherence time is much larger than the symbol period of the transmitted signal or, 

equivalently, the Doppler spread is much less than the signal bandwidth, the channel 

is said to be slowly fading.

In summary, depending on the time dispersion of a channel relative to the symbol 

interval T  of the transmitted signal, the channel is said to be firequency selective or 

nonselective; and depending on its time varying rate relative to T, the channels is 

said to be fast or slowly fading. It should be noted that time dispersion and the
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time varying rate are two uncorrelated aspects of a channel. Consequently, multipath 

fading channels can be classified into 4 classes as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

A t

Flat Slowly 
Fading Channel

Symbol period

Flat Fast 
Fading Channel

Frequecy-Selective 

Slowly Fading Channel

Frequecy-Selective 

Fast Fading Channel

Symbol period

Multipath spread (1/Coherence bandwidth)

F igure 2.2. Classification of multipath fading channels.

2.2.3 A Tapped-Delay-Line Model for Frequency-Selective 

Channels

When a bandlimited signal is transmitted over a frequency-selective fading channel, 

the received signal includes multiple copies of the signal which are attenuated and 

delayed in time. These copies are affected differently by the channel n ith  respect to 

amplitude and phase angle. For this reason, frequency-selective fading channels are 

much more diflScult to model than flat fading channels and must be considered as 

linear filters. Using the IR formula given by (2.4) directly is inconvenient because the 

delays can take arbitrary values and vary in time.

Denote the bandwidth occupied by the bandlimited signal by W . Since the channel
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is frequency selective, we have l / W  < Tm and assume that the channel is slowly fading 

such that the channel IR is virtually constant over one symbol period. By applying 

the sampling theorem, we can express the IR of the equivalent lowpass channel as 

[11]

c(T , t) =  ^c ,i(t)(i(r -  n/W ]  (2.9)
n

Compared to (2.4), the above formula for the channel IR has a number of advantages:

•  The delays are fixed to be multiples of l /W .

•  The number of paths that must be considered is fixed and can be reduced. For 

a channel with multipath spread Tm, the number of resolvable paths is Z =  

\Tm/W^, where far] rounds x  to the nearest integer towards positive infinity.

Based on (2.9), a tapped-delay-line model truncated according to the multipath 

spread can be derived as shown in Fig. 2.3. In the special case of Rayleigh fading, 

the magnitudes |c,t(t)| are Rayleigh distributed and the phase angles are uniformly 

distributed in the range 0 to 2?r. With the assumption of uncorrelated scattering, 

Cn{i) are mutually uncorrelated. As will be shown later, the above tapped-delay-line 

model enables us to design a receiver that can achieve the frequency diversity inherent 

in the wideband DS-CDMA signals.

Additive
Noise

Figure  2.3. A tapped-delay-line model for frequency-selective channels.
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2.3 DS-CDMA

2.3.1 User Multiplexing

DS-CDMA is a user multiplexing technique by which users can transmit signals at 

the same time, occupying the same frequency band, and are distinguished by their 

distinct spreading codes. Before transmission, the information signal is multiplied by 

a signature signal whose bandwidth is orders of magnitude larger than the bandwidth 

of the information signal. Here, we only consider short signature signals that are 

applied periodically to each information symbol, which can be expressed as

C7—I
Sk{t) =  '^9k{n)p{t -  nTc) (2.10)

n=0

where gk(n),0 < ra < G — 1 is the spreading code assigned to the Arth user, p{t) is a 

pulse of duration 2^, and Tc = T /G  is the chip interval. Without loss of generality, 

we can always assume that the signature signals have unit energy, i.e.,

f  Sk(t)sl(t)dt = l  for A: =  1 ,2 , . . . ,AT (2.11)
JO

Since there are G chips per symbol, the signal bandwidth is increased by G times. 

For this reason, the multiplication process at the transmitter is often called spreading 

and G is called the spreading gain.

If all the signature signals are nearly orthogonal to each other, the user infor

mation symbol can be recovered at the receiver by simply multiplying the received 

signal by the signature signal of the desired user. This multiplication process at 

the receiver is called despreading. Compared with FDMA and TDMA, DS-CDMA 

provides a number of advantages. These include soft capacity limit, easier handoff,

anti-jamming, and frequency diversity, etc., [32]. One of the main disadvantages of

DS-CDMA systems is the near-far (NF) problem that occurs when user powers are 

largely unbalanced at a receiver. If the signature signals are not perfectly orthogonal 

to each other, the amount of multiuser interference (MUI) to a signal with low power
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becomes significant. As will be described shortly, this problem is especially severe in 

conventional DS-CDMA systems where a matched-filter receiver (MFR) is used.

2.3.2 Conventional Receiver

Throughout the thesis, antipodal signaling is assumed, hence each information symbol 

carries one information bit and takes values of +1 or —1 with equal probabilities. 

Another consequence of this assumption is that the spreading codes are real-valued. 

This assumption is not critical but simplifies notation. With minor modifications, 

the results obtained in this dissertation can be readily extended to the cases of other 

modulation schemes by assuming complex-valued symbols and spreading codes.

To investigate the NF problem, we now examine signal transmission and receiving 

in a conventional DS-CDMA system that is shared by K  users. Without loss of 

generality, frequency-selective fading channels will be assumed so that flat fading 

and AWGN channels can be viewed as special cases. That is, a frequency-selective 

fading channel becomes a flat fading channel if there is only one path and is further 

simplified to an AWGN channel if the path gain of the only path is time invariant. 

Let the message length be N  and denote by bk{n), e ,̂ S/t(t) the n th  information bit, 

the energy per bit, and the signature signal of the fcth user, respectively. Thus the 

baseband signal at a receiver can be expressed as

yW = S  è  - n T - T k - ( l -  l)/W ]  -I- z{t) (2.12)
fc=l n=0 /= !

where z{t) is a complex-valued white Gaussian noise process with power spectral 

density iVo/2, L is the largest resolvable path among all channels between transmitters 

and the receiver, and Ck,i{i) and are the 1th path gain and the delay associated 

with the t th  user, respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that users are 

numbered by their relative delays, i.e., 0 =  n  <  72 • • • <  < T.

In conventional DS-CDMA systems, MUI is treated as AWGN on the grounds that 

its statistical properties are similar to that of AWGN if the number of users is large.
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Thus a single-user matched filter should be nearly optimal for signal detection. Since 

the symbol interval is usually selected such that T  '>Tm, the inter-symbol interference 

(ISI) due to the cross correlations between Sk[t—(1—1) jW \ and s*[t—T — (m — I)/W \ 

for m < 1 can be neglected. Consequently, the MFR for frequency-selective channels 

can be implemented as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. As can be seen from the figure, the 

L  delayed copies of the signature signal of the desired user are first multiplied by 

the path gains associated with the corresponding delays and then summed to form 

a composite signature signal. The time-reversed version of the composite signature 

signal is taken as the IR of a filter through which the received signal is passed. Finally, 

the output of the filter is sampled at appropriate times to obtain decision statistics. 

Looking at it in another way, the receiver consists of L  matched filters and each filter 

is matched to one delayed replica of the signature signal. The L outputs are then 

weighted by corresponding delays and summed to form decision statistics. Since this 

receiver acts like an ordinary garden rake, it is called the RAKE  receiver.

Note that the L replicas of the signal are mutually independent. The probability 

that all the signal components are in a deep fade simultaneously is largely reduced 

compared to the cases where only one replica of the signal is available. Hence the 

RAKE receiver has the potential to achieve an Lth-order diversity gain which is 

inherent in wideband DS-CDMA signals.

Now assume that the channel fading is sufficiently slow such that Cm,((() can 

be treated as constants during one symbol interval and define for

n T  -¥Tk< t <{n-\- 1)T -I- r/t, where k is the number associated with the desired user. 

Hence the decision statistics can be expressed as

L
^k{n) =  l^|cfc,/(n)Pv^6fc(n) 

i=i

+  Re z{t - n T -  Tk)cy[t - { I -  1)/W] d t j  4- A 4- 4  (2.13)
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^

y(t)

Re[]Integnitor

where

F igure  2.4. RAKE receiver for frequency-selective fading channels.

h  =  v^&fc(n) Re 1 52 5 ]  I
[ i = i i = i , i j i i  J

•jT sk[t - { I -  l)/t̂ ]sfc[̂  -  {i -  l)/W] dt

f K 0 L L
E  E  E  +  m ) yJTjCj,i[n +  m ) c l / n )

m =—1 1—I t= l

(2.14)

lo =

dtlo ~  — m T -  Tj +  Tfc -  (i -  l)/W ]
fc-l I L L

+ Y  Y  Y  Y ^ i i '^  +  n)y/ëjcj,i{m +  n)cl^i(n)
j = l  m=0 f= l t= l

■ - ( f -  l ) / ^ ] s j - m T - T j  + T k -  { i-  l ) / l ^ ] d t^  (2.15)

It is evident from (2.13) that the decision statistics consist of four components: the 

information bit to be detected, a noise component due to AWGN, a self-interference 

component denoted by Ix, and an MUI component denoted by Ig. Because of the 

uncertainty inherent in user delays and the existence of multiple paths, orthogonality 

among all signature signals and their delayed versions is impossible. In order to 

control the interference and hence the cross-correlations among signature signals and
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their delayed versions, pseudo-random sequences can be used. In such a  case, all 

cross-correlations are relatively small. However, the power imbalance at the receiver 

can be very severe given the dynamics of mobile channels. Whenever there is an 

interférer with large power relative to e*, the performance of the RAKE receiver for 

user k  will be unacceptable.

Note that if there exist a large number of users with equal powers, then the central 

limit theorem applies and the output of the RAKE receiver (or the MFR for AWGN 

channels) is approximately Gaussian. For such a case, one might think the RAKE 

receiver is at least nearly optimal. However, the reality is that the performance of 

the RAKE receiver can still be far from optimal. This is because the output of the 

single-user matched filter does not provide sufiScient statistics unless all the signature 

signals and their delayed versions are mutually orthogonal to each other.

2.4 Optimal Mutiuser Detection

The optimal multiuser detector selects the most probable sequence of bits given the 

received signal observed during the whole transmission period. Since it maximizes the 

a joint posteriori probability, it is also often called the maximum-likelihood sequence 

receiver. Let b is a vector collecting all user bits sequentially, i.e.,

b =  [b^(0) b^(l) •. • b^(AT -  l ) f  (2.16)

where

b(n) =  [bi(/i) b2 (n) • • • bjf(n)]^ (2.17)

The joint a posteriori probability can be denoted as P{h/y{t)), where b is a possible 

estimate of b and y{t) is the received signal.

For the sake of notational simplicity, we assume an AWGN channel. Hence the

received signal can be obtained by letting c&,i(n) = 1 and Ck,i{n) =  0 for 1 >  1, A: =
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1,2, ...ATin (2.12) as

K  N - l

y{i) =  S  S  \ /^ k { n )s k { t  - n T -  Tk) +  z{t) (2.18)
fc=l n=0

It can then be shown that maximizing P[b/ÿ(t)] is equivalent to maximizing the 

log-likelihood function

r N T + T  K  iV - lr N l + l  XV 1 Ï - L
A(b) =  /  [y{t] -  53 S  y/^^k{n)sk{t - n T -  rt)pdt

k=l n=0

rT + N T  _  rN T + T
= y {t)dt -  2 53 53 V ^àk(n) /  y(t)sfc(f - n T -  r*,) dt

k= l n=Q
JC^ AT AT— I  N —l ^  _  rN T + T

+ 5 ]  53 52 5 ]  x/ë^fc(n)6f(m) / Sk(t - n T -  Tk)si(t -  m T  -  n) dt
k=l /= l n=0 m=0

(2.19)

where bk(n) is the {nK +  A:)th entry of b.

The nth output of the matched filter for the fcth user can be expressed as

rT + N T
Vkin) =  y{t)sk{t - n T  -  ?&) dt (2.20)

Thus the second term on the right-hand side of (2.19) can be expressed as 2b^Er, 

where

r =  [r^(0) r^(l) • • • r^(iV -  1)]  ̂ (2.21)

r(n) =  [ri(n) r2 (n) -” rK-(n)]  ̂ (2.22)

and E  is an N K  x NK  matrix whose {Kn  +  A:)th entries for n =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  AT — 1 are

x/ëfc- Let

r+oo/ +00
S k it-T k )s i( t-T i)d t  (2.23)

*00

/+O0

Skit -  Tk)siit -  Tj + T) dt (2.24)
'00

(2.25)
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and denote Ho and H i as the K  "x. K  matrices whose (A:,Z)th entries are ho(k,l) and 

hi{k,l), respectively. It can be verified that the third term on the right-hand side of

(2.19) can be expressed as b^ER/\rEb, where

R at =

Ho H [ 0 ► •  • •  »  • 0

H i Ho H f 0 0

0 0 0 Hi Ho H f

0 0 0 0 H i Ho

(2.26)

is an [N  x iV)-block tridiagonal matrix.

Since the first term at the right-hand side of (2.19) is a constant, maximizing A(b) 

is equivalent to maximizing the metric given by

C(b) =  b^ER ^E b -  2b^Er (2.27)

From the above equation, it is clear that the optimal maximum-likelihood sequence 

detector requires the signal amplitudes, which can be estimated, in practice, by using 

the method described in [33]. As can also be observed, the optimal multiuser detection 

is a combinatorial optimization problem. This optimization problem has been shown 

to belong to a class of NP-complete problems [34]. If a block processing approach 

is taken, the maximum-likelihood sequence detector must compute 2 ^ ^  metrics and 

select the b that gives the largest metric C(b) by the fact that there exist 2 ^^  

possible bit sequences. Evidently, this approach involves too much computation to 

implement in practice. Furthermore, the long decision delay also limits its practical 

application. A much better way is to detect the information bits sequentially by using 

the Viterbi algorithm [5]. Since each information bit is only previously overlapped 

by the other K  — 1 information bits, the prior information, on which the decision 

of each information bit depends, can be sufficiently described by its previous K  — 1 

information bits. In other words, the system has 2^~^ states and the computational 

complexity of the sequential maximum-likelihood sequence detector is 0(2^~^) per
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bit and irrelevant to N. This is a great reduction in the amount of computation 

as compared to that of the block processing approach. However, the computational 

complexity is still exponential with respect to the number of users.

Another important observation Grom (2,27) is that the output vector r, which 

collects the outputs of the matched filters for all users, provides sufficient statistics 

for the detection of all the transmitted information bits. This is in contrast to the 

fact that the outputs from one matched filter alone do not provide sufficient statistics 

for the detection of bits of the corresponding user alone. Consequently, a detector 

can directly work on r  without losing any information,

2.5 Linear Multiuser Detection

Linear multiuser detectors are detectors that apply a  linear operation to the received 

signal to obtain decision statistics. Once the linear mapping is computed, it can be 

used for all the detection of all incoming bits until the system parameters changes. 

Hence linear detectors are especially efficient for DS-CDMA systems with periodic 

spreading codes systems where key parameters change only occasionally. Another 

important advantage of linear detectors is that efficient adaptation mechanisms can 

be developed so as to adaptively search for linear mappings without the need of 

information about interferers. For this reason, research on multiuser receivers for the 

forward link has been almost exclusively focused on linear receiving techniques. 

There are basically two approaches to derive a linear multiuser detector. One 

approach is the bit-rate approach whereby the front-end matched filters are always 

assumed to be present and linear mapping is applied to the outputs of the matched 

filters. The other one is the chip-rate approach where linear mappings are directly 

applied to the received signal y{t). Although in a certain situation, one approach 

can be more convenient than the other, the two approaches are equivalent from an 

information perspective. In the sequel, we take the bit-rate approach to describe the
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two most popular linear multiuser detectors, namely, the decorrelating and minimum 

mean-squared error (MMSE) multiuser detectors.

2.5.1 Decorrelating M ultiuser Detection

Let us consider an AWGN channel. It follows from (2.18) and (2.20) that

r =  RyyBb 4- n (2.28)

where n is an AWGN vector with zero mean and a covariance matrix iVoRAr/2.

The decorrelating detector seeks to minimize the amount of MUI regardless of 

the existence of AWGN. This minimization criterion is called zero-forcing criterion. 

Since is almost always positive definite in practice, the MUI can be completely 

eliminated by using a linear mapping given by

L i  =  (2.29)

Hence the soft output of the decorrelating detector is given by

b = Ljf

=  E b  +  R]^^n (2.30)

It is clear from (2.29) and (2.30) that the decorrelating detector does not need infor

mation about user amplitudes.

An interesting observation can be made by interpreting asynchronous transmission 

as an equivalent synchronous transmission, where N K  synchronous users transmit one 

information bit each and the signature signals are of duration N T  4- T. For example,

the {nK  4- fc)th user in the equivalent synchronous system transmits bit bk{n) and its

signature signal is given by

Sk{t — nT  — Tk) nT  4- r* < t < nT  -f- T  4-
(2.31)

0 otherwise
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Let s* be a column vector representing the critically sampled version of âfc(f) and

denote the matrix whose fcth column is St as S. We can write

R at =  S^S (2.32)

r  =  S^y (2.33)

where y  is a column vector representing the critically sampled version of y{t). From 

(2.29) and (2.33), the linear mapping applied to the received signal y  for the Arth 

synchronous user is given by

Wfc =  SLdSfc (2.34)

where e*, is the kth. coordinate column vector. Hence, we have

w^S =  ~  (2.35)

In effect, the decorrelating mapping applied to the received signal y{t) for the fcth 

user is orthogonal to the signature signals of all the other users, as illustrated in 

Fig. 2.5. Hence, as the Gaussian noise vanishes, the decorrelating detection is free 

of error regardless of the power of interferers. In fact, it has been shown that the 

decorrelating detector achieves optimal NF resistance [9].

An undesirable feature of the decorrelating detector is that noise is always en

hanced. From (2.30), the covariance matrix of the AWGN at the output of the 

decorrelating detector is

= ^ R ;^ ' (2.36)

Since the signature signals have unit energy, the diagonal entries of R at are equal to 1. 

Since the difference between the inverse of a principle submatrix of a matrix and the 

corresponding principal submatrix of the inverse of the matrix is positive semidefinite

or positive definite [35], the diagonal entries of R]^  ̂ are greater or equal to 1. Hence

the variance of the AWGN at the soft output of the decorrelating detector is greater 

than or equal to Nq/2, which is the noise variance at the output of the matched filter.
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k

Intreference subspace 

spanned by sperading signals o f inetrferers

Figure 2.5. An interpretation of decorrelating filtering.

2.5.2 MMSE M ultiuser Detection

In contrast to the decorrelating detector, the MMSE multiuser detector seeks to max

imize the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINK) or, equivalently, to minimize 

the output mean-squared error (MSE) given by

M  =  E[llLr-Ebl|2] (2.37)

The solution of the above minimization problem with respect to L is the MMSE linear 

mapping Lm given by

(2.38)I'm =

The above solution for synchronous transmission was deduced in [21] and [23]. Here 

we describe a simple way to obtain the solution.

P ro o f Since information bits are mutually independent, it is suflScient to consider 

the detection of any one information bit. Denote the Ath row of a linear mapping L 

by w j. Minimizing the MSE given by (2.37) is equivalent to minimizing

A4 =  E[(w ^r -  e^Eb)2]
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=  rr^Wfc — 2e^Ebr^w] + 1  (2.39)

Substituting (2.28) into the above equation, we have

Mk =  wfR^E^Wfc +  ^-w ^R ifW k -  2efcE^R^Wit +  1 (2.40)

It follows that the vector that minimizes Mk is given by

Wfc — Î Rat +  -^ E " efc (2.41)

Comparing the above equation with (2.38), we can see that is the fcth row of L^- 

Since the MMSE detector takes the background noise into account, it usually 

outperforms the decorrelating detector. A more important advantage of the MMSE 

detector is that it can be readily implemented adaptively. For mobile stations where 

only one user is of interest and the signature signals of interferers are unknown, 

an adaptive implementation is desirable. Hence, in this case, the MMSE detector 

is the preferred choice. On the other hand, for base stations where all the users 

need to be detected and their signature signals are known, a nonadaptive, more 

efficient implementation of joint detection is possible. Consequently, in this case the 

advantages of the MMSE detector may be offset by its need of information about user 

amplitudes in nonadaptive implementation.

2.6 Conclusions

We have briefly introduced the characteristics, classiflcations, and modeling of mobile 

radio channels. We have also introduced the conventional CDMA receiver, i.e., the 

RAKE receiver (or the MFR for firequency-nonselective channels), and three early 

multiuser detectors, namely, the optimal multiuser detector, the decorrelating detec

tor, and the MMSE detector. Through this introduction, we have provided back

ground knowledge, concepts, and terminology that are necessary for the development 

of new multiuser detectors in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3 

An Overlapping Window 

Decorrelating Multiuser Detector 

for Mobile Base Stations

3.1 Introduction

The decorrelating detector is perhaps the most popular detector owing to its many 

advantages. Specifically, it achieves the optimal near-far (NF) resistance without the 

need for information about the received signal energies. This makes the decorrelating 

detector an attractive base-station solution for DS-CDMA mobile radio systems. In 

addition, the structural simplicity of the decorrelating detector allows one to combine 

it easily with diversity receivers, such as the RAKE and antenna array receivers, to 

eliminate multiuser interference (MUI) and achieve diversity gain simultaneously [25]- 

[27]. Furthermore, the development of the decorrelating detector lays the ground for 

the development of several more sophisticated multiuser detectors, and many results 

about the decorrelating detector can often be directly extended to other detectors. For 

instance, the decorrelating detector can play a key role in the well-known multistage 

multiuser detector [14].

Despite tremendous progress made on decorrelating detection, problems pertain

ing to its practical implementation still exist. For a synchronous system with K
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users, successive information bits are not overlapped. Consequently, decorrelating 

detection can be performed bit by bit. In this case, the system cross-correlation is of 

size K x  K  and the decorrelating detector can be readily implemented. However, for 

asynchronous systems, which are very popular, ideal decorrelating detection can only 

be performed after the entire message has been received, where the term ‘message’ is 

taken to mean that no data are transmitted immediately before and after the trans

mitted data packet. Hence, the cross-correlation matrix is of size N K  x NK, where 

N  is the the message length. Evidently, the implementation of the ideal decorrelat

ing detector for asynchronous systems is not trivial. Since the message length N  is 

usually very large, computing and updating the inverse of the cross-correlation ma

trix is computationally too complex and the detection delay is unacceptable. Hence, 

modifications must be made in practical implementations. In order to differentiate it 

from its modified versions, the standard decorrelating detector based on the received 

signal observed during the entire message transmission will be referred to as the ideal 

decorrelating detector.

To achieve an acceptable detection delay, a window approach for implementing the 

ideal decorrelating detector was first suggested in [10], and a number of window-based 

decorrelating detectors have been developed recently [36]-[38j. A problem related to 

these detectors is the edge effect caused by the MUI from the transmitted signals 

outside the working window, where the working window is the window that is cur

rently being processed. In [36], the edge effect is avoided by periodically leaving a 

regular symbol interval without transmission. Clearly, this approach leads to reduced 

bandwidth efficiency. In [37], the redundancy inherent in the convolutional code was 

exploited and the right-edge effect is eliminated by using prediction of the future bits 

based on the decoded bits. However, this approach only applies to systems using 

convolutional codes and requires extra coordination among users, which can be cum

bersome for system management. In [38], an interesting observation relating to the 

decay of the impulse response of the ideal decorrelating detector was made, which led
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to the so-called truncated decorrelating detector whose performance can be arbitrar

ily close to that of the ideal decorrelating detector if the window length is sufficiently 

large. However, the actual decay rate as well as the method by which the window 

length is determined were not addressed.

Another method to obtain a finite-length decorrelating detector is based on the 

chip-rate approach. This approach leads to an exact finite-duration impulse response 

(FIR) solution and avoids the edge effects [39]. However, the bit-rate approach has 

been widely adopted in the past for problems where user codes are known. This is 

because an exact decorrelating solution does not necessarily imply a satisfactory per

formance and issues concerning practical implementation are easier to handle in the 

bit-rate approach. No matter which approach is adopted, similar problems concern

ing practical implementation exist. These include (a) a matrix of large size needs to 

be inverted, and (b) an appropriate window (or filter) length needs to be determined 

to assure a satisfactory performance with moderate computational complexity.

In this chapter, we first compare the ideal decorrelating detector with the exact 

FIR decorrelating detector proposed in [39] in terms of performance. We show that 

the ideal decorrelating detector consistently achieves better performance. We then 

discuss issues on the implementation of the two detectors. It is shown that problems 

pertaining to the ideal decorrelating detector also exist for the exact FIR decorrelating 

detector.

In order to solve the aforementioned problems, we propose a new window-based 

detector, which will be referred to as the overlapping window decorrelating (OWD) 

detector. In the proposed detector, the left-edge effect is eliminated by using the pre

viously detected information bits and the right-edge effect is treated as additive white 

Gaussian noise (AWGN). The right-edge effect is controlled by selecting a sufficiently 

large window length. A great deal of attention is given to the convergence and decay 

properties of the ideal decorrelating impulse response (IR). Although some of our 

analysis results have been noted in the past [10] [38], our results give more insight to
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the problem at hand and lead to an interesting quantitative description of the decay 

rate. Two supporting utilities are also developed to make the OWD detector practi

cally useful. These are a block-recursive algorithm for efficiently updating the OWD 

detector and a signal-adapted criterion that determines the minimum window length 

for satisfactory performance under the NF situation of a given system. Furthermore, 

the use of the OWD detector in conjunction with the conventional RAKE receiver for 

multipath fading channels is addressed. An analysis and extensive computer simula

tions are carried out which show that a performance very close to that of the ideal 

decorrelating detector can be achieved by the OWD detector with a  small to mod

erate window length. In fact, in some cases the OWD detector can even outperform 

the ideal decorrelating detector.

3.2 Exact FIR Decorrelating D etection

In [39], an exact FIR decorrelating detector was developed by taking a chip-rate 

approach. This detector achieves a zero-forcing solution regardless of the message 

length AT. One may conclude that it is advantageous to take a chip-rate approach 

and, therefore, problems related to the ideal decorrelating detector are avoided. This 

conclusion is unfortunately incorrect. In this section, we compare the exact FIR 

decorrelating detector with the ideal decorrelating detector in terms of performance 

and implemetation complexity.

3.2.1 Existence of Zero-Forcing Solution

For the sake of simplicity, we consider a DS-CDMA system with periodic spreading 

codes over an AWGN channel. In this case, the ideal decorrelating detector com

prises a bank of matched filters followed by the linear mapping given by (2.26). 

To achieve an exact zero-forcing solution with a moderate detection delay, we only 

observe a  window of the asynchronous transmission that covers the information bits
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of interest. Within a window, each information bit is deemed to originate from a 

different synchronous user. In doing so, an asynchronous system is interpreted as an 

equivalent synchronous system. Assuming that the working window covers exactly 

M  bits of asynchronous user 1 and none of the other users is synchronous with user 

1, then there are M K  + K  —I virtual synchronous users. Without loss of generality, 

we number the equivalent synchronous users according to the starting times of their 

transmissions, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. If all the user signature signals are linearly 

independent of each other, an exact decorrelating solution exists. Let us collect all 

the user codes (critically sampled signature signals) of the virtual synchronous users 

within a processing window in matrix S*. Then the FIR decorrelating coefficient vec

tor for the bit at the center of the window of the j th  user is the {K p-hj—I)th  column 

of matrix The cross-correlation matrix R  is of dimension M K  + K  — I and

is given by

R = STS5
'X i YT 0 • > > • . > * > • 0

Y Ho H f 0 • • * • * * 0

0 Hi Ho H f 0

0 0 0 0 H i Ho H f

0 0 0 0 0 Hi X2

(3.1)

where Ho and H i are defined in (2.24) and (2.25), respectively, Y  G consists

of the second to the ATth columns of H i, and X i =  {a:i(i,j)} and X 2  =  {x2 ( i ,j)}  are 

(AT — 1) X (AT — 1) and K x K  matrices, respectively. If Sk{t) represents the signature 

signal of the fcth asynchronous user, we then have

fOO
^l(î) j )  =  Si+l(^ — 7t+l)Sj+l(t — Tj+i) dt 

rT
X 2{i,j)=  S i{ t- r { )S j{ t-T j)d t

(3.2)

(3.3)
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Figure  3.1. Arrangement of virtual synchronous users in an asynchronous trans

mission.

It follows from the above two equations and (2.24) that

Xi +  X 2 =  Ho (3.4)

where

Xi =
0 0 

0 Xi
(3.5)

In the above analysis, we have assumed that R  is positive definite to ensure that 

an exact zero-forcing solution exists. However, it is diflScult to verify the positive 

definiteness of R  by checking if all the spreading codes of virtual synchronous users 

are linearly independent of each other. For this reason, we now provide a sufficient
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condition on the existence of the exact FIR decorrelator.

P roposition  3.1; For an arbitrary window length M  <  iV, an exact zero-forcing 

solution exists if it exists for a window length 1, or, equivalently,

R i =
Xi

Y  X 2
(3 j)

is positive definite.

The proof of this proposition can be found in Appendix A.

It is also shown in Appendix A that if an exact FIR zero-forcing solution exists for 

a window length M, then it exists for any other window length larger than M . Having 

said that, however, an exact FIR decorrelator does not necessarily yield satisfactory 

performance as shown below.

3.2.2 Performance and Implementation Issues

Since the exact FIR decorrelator achieves a zero-forcing solution, the MUI is com

pletely eliminated. The only impairment in the outputs of the detector is .AWGN. 

Denoting the output AWGN as n ,, its covariance matrix can be found as

=  ^ R - '  (3.7)

Comparing the exact decorrelating detector with the ideal decorrelating detector 

in terms of performance, we have the following proposition.

P roposition  3.2: For a time-invariant system, the ideal decorrelating detector 

consistently achieves better performance than an exact FIR decorrelating detector 

with a window length M  less than the message length N.

P ro o f Note that both of the two detectors completely eliminate MUI at the out

puts of the detectors. Hence, it is sufficient to only consider the variance of the
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output noise. Comparing (3.7) with (2.36), we need only to show that the diago

nal entries of are larger than or equal to the corresponding diagonal entries of 

^n+2:K(7,+M+i) fot any integer n, where Aa.b denotes the square matrix consist

ing of columns and rows of a to 6 of A  and R^r is given by (2.26). For a given n, 

replacing [RArlK-n+ar/rcn+AZ+i) by [Riv]A'n+2:K'(ji+iif+i) — R  in Rat, we have

Riv =  diag(Vi 0 Vg} (3.8)

where V i consists of the last nK  columns and rows of V , Vg consists of the first 

(N  — M — 1 — n )K  — 1 columns and rows of V , and V  is defined by (3.1) with a 

sufficiently large window length. Since there exists an exact FIR decorrelating solution 

for a window of length greater than or equal to M, there exists a positive definite 

V . As a result, V i and Vg must be positive definite. It then follows from (3.8) that 

Rat is positive semidefinite. In Appendix B, it is shown that if the matrix obtained 

by replacing a principle matrix of a positive matrix A  by the difference between the 

principle matrix and another positive definite matrix B is positive (semi) definite, 

then the difference between B and the corresponding principle matrix of A ” '̂ is 

positive (semi)definite. By this fact, we can conclude that R~^ — [R]^^]/rn+i:^(n+Af+i) 

is positive semidefinite, i.e., the diagonal entries of R~^ are greater than or equal to 

the corresponding diagonal entries of [Ri^ ]̂jc„+i:ic(rt+Af+i)- ■

In the proof of Proposition 3.2, it is shown that if the window length used is less 

than the message length N , then the exact FIR decorrelating detector increases the 

noise variance more than the ideal decorrelating detector does. Similarly, it can be 

proved that the larger the window length, the less the noise enhancement and the 

better the performance. On the other hand, a larger window length implies higher 

computational complexity and longer detection delay. Therefore, the window length 

needs to be carefully selected in practice. Interestingly, the problem of window-length 

determination also exists in the bit-rate approach.

It is also clear that directly updating the coefficient vector is computationally
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not feasible. For instance, for a typical mobile system with 20 users, a moderate 

window length 5, and a processing gain 64, a matrix of size 119 x 119 needs to 

be first computed and updated. For one user, the 64 x 5 coeflScients of the exact- 

decorrelating filter can then be obtained by multiplying S, with the corresponding 

column of the updated matrix. This certainly requires too much computation and 

memory. From (3.1), R  has the same structure as R^r except the size. This suggests 

an eflScient implementation as follows. Instead of using one long FIR filter that spans 

the entire working window, we can employ three short-length matched filters for each 

user at the front end, which are matched to the entire user spreading code, the earlier 

portion and the latter portion of the user code, respectively. An immediate advantage 

of this approach is that updating the receiver due to changes of the system profile 

becomes easier. If the changes are due to user activation/ deactivation, the matched 

filters do not need to be updated. Collecting the outputs of the matched filters in a 

column vector r*, the soft output of the detector can then be written as R "  The 

remaining processing is the linear mapping defined by R " \  This operation is similar 

to the ideal decorrelating linear mapping. Hence if an efficient algorithm exists for the 

ideal decorrelating detection, it will also apply to the exact decorrelating detector.

In summary, the chip-rate approach provides an alternative solution to the prob

lem at hand and leads to an exact FIR decorrelator. However, this decorrelator does 

not necessarily yield satisfactory performance. Problems that exist in the bit-rate ap

proach, such as window-length determination and inverting and updating of a large 

size matrix, also exist in the chip-rate approach. One advantage that the bit-rate ap

proach can provide is the potential of a simple implementation. That is, one matched 

filter is needed for each user if the bit-rate approach is taken whereas three matched 

filters must be used for each user in the chip-rate approach.

In the rest of the chapter, we will take a chip-rate approach and develop algorithms 

for matrix updating, user detection, and window-length determination. Because of the 

similarity of the two approaches, it will become clear that the algorithms described can
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be readily applied to solve the corresponding problems in the exact FIR decorrelator. 

It will also become apparent that with the same window length, the proposed detector 

outperforms the exact FIR decorrelator.

3.3 An Overlapping Window Decorrelating 

Detector

3.3.1 Detection Scheme

We consider multiuser transmission through an AWGN channel shared by K  asyn

chronous users in a DS-CDMA system. To be practical, the system is assumed to be 

time dependent in that user signature signals may vary with time. In this case, the 

output of the matched filters is still given by (2.28) with redefined R^r and E. For 

the sake of clarity, we rewrite (2.28) as

r  =  R /fEb + n  (3.9)

where

E =  diag{E(l) • - -E(N )} (3.10)

E{k) =  d iag{ /e i(t) y / e ^ -  • • y / e i ^ }  (3.11)

H o (l)  H [ ( l )  0 . . .  . . .  0

H i(l) Ho(2) H [(2) 0 . . .  0

R ^ —

D O G  H i( N - 2 )  H o ( N - l )  H ^ (J V - l)  

0 0 0 0 H i(A T -l) Ho(iV)

(3.12)

and Hm{k) for m =  0 , 1  is a  AT x K  matrix whose (z, j) th  entry is given by

=  f  Si(t — Ti)Sj~^(t +  m T  — Tj)dt for m =  0 ,1 (3.13)
00
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6 / / ;  , b,(2)
User 1 I_________________I________________ I Virtual User I

b ,(I) b /3 )
I ! I I___ I____ I Virtual User 2

UserZ bj(2) b /4 )
I  ____ !_________ I____I____ I Virtual User 3

b jd )  bj(4) b /7 )
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bj(2) bj(5)
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bj(3) bi(6)
I I I I Virtual U ser 6

Figure 3.2. An interpretation of a multirate system.

where sf (#) denotes the normalized signature signal associated with the kth  bit of the 

zth user. Since the user delays are arranged in ascending order, H.i{k) is an upper 

triangular matrix.

Note that the above model also applies to a multirate system where the largest 

permissible spreading gain is a multiple of all other allowable spreading gains. In 

this case, a user with a smaller spreading gain can be viewed as a number of virtual 

users. The virtual users associated with a real user have identical signature signals but 

occupying different time slots in one symbol interval. This interpretation is illustrated 

in Fig. 3.2.

Within a window of length M  =  2p + 1  centered at time index i, (3.9) can be 

written as

Tj — Tft — fe =  R.AfEib,- +  Hj (3.14)

where

bi =  [b^(z — p) • • • b^(i) • • • b^(i +  p)]'  ̂

ti =  [r^(z -  p) • • • r^(i) • • • r^(z +  p)]^

Tb =  {[Hi(i — p -  l)E (i — p — l)b (i -  p -  I)]^ 0 • • • 0}^ 

te =  [0 • • • 0 b^(i +  p +  l)E(z +  p +  l)H i(i +  p)]^
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Ei =  diag{E(z — p) E(i) ••• E(z4-p)}

la  (3.14), n* represents Gaussian noise and R&f G is a submatrix of R ^,

which is also given by (3.12) except that index k  in Hm(^) assumes values from i — p 

to z+p instead of from 1 to iV. It follows that within the window, b% can be estimated 

as

bi =  RÂ/(ri -  F6 -  te) (3.15)

which requires knowledge of r& and Cg. The MUI at the beginning of the window, 

Tft, can be approximated by using the soft outputs b(z — p — 1 ) whereas the MUI at 

the end of the window, Tg, is not available within the window. The OWD detector is 

deduced from (3.14) by neglecting term fg and estimating the user information bits 

as

hi = K j,%  (3.16)

where

ft =  Ti — Tf, (3.17)

In order to avoid an inaccurate estimate caused by neglecting Tg, we take an overlapping- 

window approach whereby a window is overlapped by the next window in p trans

mission intervals. Consequently, only the first p + 1  bits in a working window need 

to be detected. This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. As will be shown latter, the IR 

of the ideal decorrelating detector usually decays very quickly. Hence if the window 

length M  is suflSciently large, the effect from the MUI term tg on the detection of the 

user information bits at the first p -f- 1  transmission intervals is negligible. Moreover, 

if an incorrect estimate of r& is used in (3.17), the effect of the resulting left-edge 

correction on the detection of b(z) is also negligible. Since only b(z) is used for the 

left-edge correction in the next working window, the error caused by an incorrect 

left-edge correction will not propagate.
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Working Window i
, b(i-l) , b(i) ,b(i+I)^

Working Window /+ /

Working Window i+2
b(i+3),b(i+4) b(i+5)^

Figure  3.3. OWD detection scheme with p = I.

3.3.2 Detector Updating

For eflScient implementation of the proposed detector as well as to facilitate later 

analysis, the following Cholesky decomposition

R at =  LL^ (3.18)

will be used, where L is a lower-triangular matrix. From (3.12) and (3.18), it can be 

verified that L has the form

L =

Cl

D i Cg

D 2

0

0
03 (3.19)

D at- i C at

where C, is a /T x üf lower-triangular matrix and D,- is a AT x /if upper-triangular 

matrix. From (3.18) and (3.19), the following recursive relations can be deduced:

C iC f =  Ho(l) (3.20a)

Q D f  =  H f  (i) for 1 < i <  AT -  1  (3.20b)

=  Ho(i 4-1) -  D iD f for 1  <  i <  AT -  1  (3.20c)

As for R at, the Cholesky decomposition R^f =  LmLa/ exists, where Lm has 

the same structure as matrix L in (3.19) except for the size and has Cy and Dy
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( 1  <  j  < M —1 ) as the yth blocks on its main diagonal and the first lower subdiagonal, 

respectively. Consequently, recursive relations similar to those in (3.20) hold for Cy, 

D j  and the corresponding blocks in R ^ f .  For the working window with the central 

transmission interval represented by i, these recursive formulas lead to the following 

efficient updating algorithm:

A lgorithm  3.1: U p d a tin g  th e  Cholesky factors o f Rm 

S tep  1 Initialize K i =  Ho(f — p) and set j  = I.

S tep  2 Perform the Cholesky decomposition Ky =  CyCj’.

S tep  3 If y >  M, stop; otherwise solve C y D y  =  H f  (f — p — 1 +  y) for D y .
S tep  4 Set j  :=  j  +  1, compute Ky =  Ho(f — p — 1 +  /)  — Dy_iDy_^, and repeat

from Step 2.

Two remarks on Algorithm 3.1 are in order, (a) By exploiting the tridiagonal 

structure of Cf and Df, the updating can be accomplished by using 0[5M {K  —1 )^/6 ] 

flops. ̂  (b) For systems where the correlations change only occasionally, such as those 

that employ periodic signature signals over AWGN channels, the Cholesky factors 

converge very fast. Consequently, updating the Cholesky factors can be accomplished 

within several successive windows rather than within one window. In each of these 

working windows, the Cholesky factors are updated up to a certain level, say level i, 

with the rest of the C y  and D y  for j  > i approximated by C ,  and D , ,  respectively. 

This updating scheme will be referred to as decentralized updating.

Once the proposed detector is updated, users are detected using the following 

algorithm:

A lgorithm  3.2: U ser de tec tio n

^One floatîng-poiQt multiplication plus one floating-point addition are counted as one flop.
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Solve C iy (l)  =  f (1 ) for y(i — p) 

for j  =  2  to 2 p + 1

Solve Cj-yO) =  i { j  +  z -  p -  1 ) -  Dy_iy(y -  1 ) for y{j) 

end

Solve C|J,^ib(z +  p) =  y(2p +  1) for b(z 4- p) 

for y =  2 p, 2 p - 1 , . . . ,  1

Solve C^b(y +  z -  1  -  p) =  y (j) -  D ^ iy ( j  + 1 ) for b(j +  z -  1  -  p) 

end ■

Algorithm 3.2 can be implemented in terms of the structure illustrated in Fig. 3.4. 

The algorithm requires 0[(6p+l)Ff^] flops for detecting p+1  bits within one working 

window. Therefore, about 6 AT flops per user bit are required, which is linear with 

respect to the number of users, given that the Cholesky factors are known.

r(i-p) r(i-p+I) r(i+p)

Of

1>/ c j of ;-r-u

b(i-p) b(i-P'^I) bCO

Figure 3.4. Architechture for the OWD detector.
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3.4 Decay Rate of Impulse Response

We now provide an analysis on the decay rate of the IR of the ideal decorrelating 

detector. This analysis facilitates the determination of the required window length 

for the OWD detector.

Consider the ideal decorrelating detector as a multiple-input multiple-output (MD/IO) 

discrete-time system with impulse response F(m,n) E The (z,i)th entry of

F(m, n) represents the response of user i  at time m  due to an impulse applied at time 

n  from user j  [41]. Evidently, F{m,n) is the (m ,n)th block of the linear mapping 

Since L is lower triangular, =  {Pÿ 6  1  <  i , j  < N }  is also lower

triangular. From (3.12) and the fact that L" L =  I, the (z,j)th block P ÿ  with i > j  

can be recursively found and is given by

i-j
Pi,- =  ( - l ) ' - 'C r '  J jM i_ t for i  > j  (3.21)

k=i

where M, =  DfCf ̂  Equation (3.21) in conjunction with R]^  ̂=  leads to

ff

F(m ,n) =  <

form  =  n
j=m

(—l)"*“"F(m ,m ) J J  Mm-fc for m > n (3.22)
n—1

(—1)”“’" J I  Mfc F(n, n) fo rn  >  m
k=m

Note that M,- =  Hi(i)K,“  ̂ and Hi(i) may vary randomly with i, where K, =  

C iC j. Although the exact decay rate of the impulse response of the ideal decorrelat

ing detector for time-dependent systems is rather difficult, it was shown in [38] that 

the impulse response in a time-dependent system on the average decays faster than 

in a time-invariant system, given that the two systems have similar cross-correlation 

properties among the signature signals. Similar observation was also made on the im

pulse response of the noise whitening filter for a CDMA system [40]. Consequently, 

one can obtain an approximate upper bound of the decay rate of the impulse response
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in a time-dependent system by analyzing a  time-invariant system. In what follows, 

we analyze the decay behavior of a  time-invariant system.

For a time-invariant system, it was shown in [9] that as iV oo the ideal decorre

lating detector tends to assume the form of a ÜT-input üT-output linear time-invariant 

(LTI) infinite-duration impulse response (HR) filter with transfer function

G(z) =  [Hfz +  Ho -h (3.23)

where Hq =  Ho(^) and H i =  Hi(fc) for all k. Therefore, as z oo, C,, D,-,

and Kf =  C iC j converge to their limits C, D, and K, respectively. A necessary

and sufficient condition for the stability of the LTI HR filter was obtained via the 

frequency-domain approach in [9]. That is, there is a stable, noncausal realization of 

the ideal decorrelating detector as AT — oo, if and only if the signals’ cross-correlations 

are such that

det[Hfe^“ 4-Ho 4-Hoe" '̂^] # 0 , Vw€ [0,27t] (3.24)

The above condition is equivalent to require that no matter what the received signal 

energies are, the received signal does not vanish if at least one information bit has 

been transmitted. In other words, the signature signals in the equivalent synchronous 

system of the asynchronous system must be linearly independent to each other (see 

Sec. 2.5.1). This condition is conceptually easy to understand but difficult to verify in 

practice. For the purpose of our analysis, we give a necessary and sufficient condition 

for the stability in terms of the Cholesky factors of R at as follows.

Proposition 3.3: The ideal LTI decorrelating filter is stable if and only if the 

limiting C  is nonsingular and the spectral radius of M  =  D C “ S denoted by />(M), 

is strictly less than 1 .

P roof Assuming that C is nonsingular, then C“  ̂exists and the impulse response 

of the LTI decorrelating filter can be written as

Ak =  (A -k )^  = lim F(n  4- k, n)
N’-*oo
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=  {-l)^AoM l‘ for A: >  0 (3.25)

where

A) =  f;[(C -']V ry (C -']V r)] (3.26)
i=0

Since ||C “ |̂| is bounded, there exist positive constants ci and cg such that

Cl max (M*)ij <  max (C'^M*^)» <  cg max (M*^)„ (3.27)

where (•)ÿ stands for the (z,/)th entry of the matrix inside the bracket. For a given 

e >  0 , there is a constant c such that

1 ( M % 1 < c(p ( M ) + € ) *  (3.28)

for all fc > 0 and z, j  =  1,2,..., K  [35]. From (3.27) and (3.28), it can be shown that 

Ao is finite if and only if p(M) <  1 . Assuming that p(M) <  1 , by (3.28) we have

C3 P* (̂M) <  1̂ m ax^(A )ij| < Q(p(M) +  e)* (3.29)

for any Ar > 0, where Cg and C4 are positive constants. Since p(M) <  1 , (3.29) implies 

that the impulse response (>4fc)ij of the (z, j) th  subsystem is absolutely summable. 

The sufficiency now follows from the fact that a MIMO system is stable if and only 

if every subsystem is stable. To prove the necessity, we assume that the LTI filter is 

stable. Then matrix C  must be nonsingular and (3.27) holds. Since Ao is finite for a 

stable filter, p(M) must be less than 1 . ■

As an immediate consequence of (3.29), we can state the foUowdng proposition:

P roposition  3.4: If the LTI decorrelating filter is stable, its impulse response 

decays with an asymptotic decay rate p(M). ■

It follows that if p(M) < 1 is small, then the impulse response of the LTI decor

relating filter decays rapidly. Indeed, as will be demonstrated by our numerical ex

amples in Sec 3.8, p(M) is usually much smaller than 1  for systems with moderate
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cross-correlatioa properties among the signature signals. It is also interesting to note 

that the convergence rate of K* to K  is linear with respect to p^(M) as shown in Ap

pendix C. By (3.20), fast convergence of K,- implies fast convergence of Mf. Therefore, 

the decay rate of the impulse response of the OWD detector is approximately equal 

to p(M) for a sufficiently large window length M.

3.5 Window-Length Determination

We now turn our attention to the determination of the window length. Denoting 

the first k elements of vector y  as [y]i:it, then contains the estimates of the

user information bits within the first k transmission intervals in b,-. The difference

between [b,Ii;(p+i)^ in (3.16) and [bf]i:(p+i)if in (3.15) can be written as

[R«>-al.,ùH-«K-={[F{l,M)xf [F (2 ,M )x)f . . .  [F(p +  l , M ) x f f  (3.30)

where x  =  H i(i+p+l)^E(i-f-p-l-l)b(i-l-p-f'l) and F(n, M) e  is the (n, M)th

block of and can be interpreted as the impulse response of the OWD detector. 

Replacing N  in (3.22) with M , we have

Arf-l
F(n, M) =  ( - ! ) " - " (  H  M f)K j/  (3.31)

k= n

where and K& =  C&C^. Denoting F (n ,M )IÏ[(i + p + 1 ) as F„, then

(3.31) in conjunction with M a/  =  H i(i +  p +  1)Kâ/  leads to

M
F„ =  ( - l ) ^ - " ( n M D  (3.32)

k=n

The right-edge effect tg can be neglected if l|F„|(oo for n <  p -t-1 is sufficiently small, 

where || - ||oo denotes the infinity norm [35]. Since the IR of the detector decays, 

| |F p + i | |o o  is in general larger than | |F n | |o o  for p + 1  >  n; hence the window length can 

be determined as the smallest M  such that

l|Fp+il|oo<e (3.33)
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where e >  0 is a prescribed tolerance. In the noct section, it will be shown that in a 

practical system e can be selected such that ey/n •C 1 , where k is the received power 

imbalance at the receiver.

For systems with constant correlations within the working window and for suffi

ciently large p, the fast convergence of implies that % Mp+i if ^ > p 4-1. 

Hence, (3.32) leads to

l|Fp+ i||o .< cW M p+O r‘ (3.34)

In a practical implementation, constant c in (3.34) can be simply taken as 

||Mp+i||oo/p(I^^+i), and p(Mp+i) can be estimated using various numerical meth

ods such as the power method [35]. For slowly varying systems where correlations 

remain approximately unchanged within a working window, the criterion in (3.33) in 

conjunction with (3.34) can be used to determine the window length when the OWD 

detector needs to be updated.

3.6 OWD Detection For Frequency-Selective 

Fading Channels

An important feature of DS-CDMA is its inherent capability in combating multi- 

path fading. For mobile radio and indoor wireless channels, for example, the signal 

bandwidth is larger than the coherent bandwidth of the channels, and the RAKE 

receiver can be employed to achieve frequency diversity. However, like the conven

tional matched-fUter receiver for AWGN channels, the RAKE receiver suffers from 

NF effects in the presence of MUI. This problem has motivated researchers to develop 

multiuser receivers that can elim ina te  the MUI and achieve diversity gain simultane

ously. Two methods for extending the capability of the ideal decorrelating detector 

were proposed in [25] and [26], respectively. In this section, we will show that these 

two methods can also be used in the OWD detector. We will also compare the re
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suiting combined receivers in terms of performance and issues relating to practical 

implementation.

Consider a system similar to that discussed in Sec. 3.3  for the case of a frequency- 

selective multipath fading channel. As in Sec. 2.3, we assume that the channel Fading 

is suflSciently slow such that the channel coefficients are constant during one trans

mission interval. Then a channel coefficient vector for the kth user at the fth trans

mission interval can be defined as Cfc(z) =  [cfc,i(i) Ck,2 {i) •** Ckj,{i)Y- lu order to 

achieve multipath diversity, the received signal is first passed through a bank of K L  

filters matched to the delayed, normalized, user signature signals, and the outputs are 

then sampled a t the symbol interval T. As in (3 .9 ), the concatenation of N  successive 

sampled vectors can be written as

f  =  R A rW E b  +  n  (3.35)

where is of size NKL x NKL and has the same structure as that of R ^  in (1 ) 

except that in the present case there are K L  virtual users and

W  =  diag{W(0) W (l) ••• W {N )}  (3.36)

W(z) =  diag{ci(i) ci(f) . . .  CKii)} (3.37)

There are two methods to design multiuser receivers for multipath fading channels 

as illustrated in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. In the first method, the outputs 

of the corresponding L  matched filters for each user are first combined, and then a 

decorrelation operation is applied to the combined signals [25]. In the second method, 

a decorrelation operation is first applied to the output signals of the K L  matched 

filters as if there were K L  users, and then the L  demodulated signals for each user are 

combined to form the estimated user information bits [26]. We refer the first method 

to as the RAKE decorrelating detector (RDD) and the second one as the multipath 

decorrelating detector (MDD).

In the RDD, the output of the maximum-ratio combiner is r  =  W ^ f, where 

denotes the Hermitian transpose of W . Following the maximal-ratio combiner, the
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Soft outputs

RAKER Receiver

UserK

RAKER Receiver

User I

F igure  3.5. A block diagram of RDD

decorrelating detector with linear mapping =  (W ^R ^W )"^ is employed. It is 

clear that R ^  is still defined by (3.12) with the (i, j) th  entry of the correlation Hm(fc) 

in K ff given by

Kn,ij{k) = f  § i(t — Ti)Sj- ^(f + m T  — Tj)dt for m =  0 , 1  
J —00

where
L-l

(3.38)

(3.39)
n=0

is the composite signatmre signal of the t th  bit of user i. The soft output of the RDD 

is given by

b '^ ° = R ) ; r 'r  +  â  =  E b + â  (3.40)

where the noise term n  has the covariance matrix NoRjjf-/2, Note that R ^  in (3.40) 

is a block tridiagonal matrix. Therefore, the methods described in Sec. 3.3 can also 

be used for the RDD to perform detection and updating.

In the MDD, the linear mapping for the ideal decorrelating detector is R]^\ For 

the ith  information bit of a user, a noise whitening function, [Tfc(z)^]“ ,̂ is applied
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MFRs&ruserl Soft outputs

y(t)

MFRs for user iC

Whitener
and

Combiner

User I

Combiner

UserK

Whitener
and

Matched to
s,(t)

Matched to

Matched to
ŝ (0

F igure  3.6. A block diagram of MDD

to the corresponding L  soft outputs of the decorrelating detector. The function is 

obtained by performing the Cholesky decomposition A(Z, Z) =  where

I = (i — 1)K + k  and A(Z, Z) G is the (Z, Z)th block of The L outputs are 

then fed to the maximal-ratio combiner and the resulting decision statistic for the Zth 

bit of the fcth user is given by

(3.41)

where fi has a variance iVo/2 Cifc(i)^A(Z,Z)“ ’̂ Cfc(i).

For synchronous systems, it was shown that the RDD consistently achieves better 

performance than the MDD [27]. As proved in Appendix D, this is also true for 

asynchronous systems. As a matter of fact, the performance degradation of the MDD 

with respect to the RDD increases with the number of users and resolvable paths. 

This degradation becomes more significant in asynchronous systems. However, R at 

in the RDD depends on the channel coeflBcient vectors Cfc(i) which are diflBcult to 

estimate in the presence of MUI, particularly for fast fading channels. On the other 

hand, the channel coefficients in the MDD are needed only after decorrelating and.
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hence, can be estimated in the absence of MUI. Therefore, the RDD is desirable for 

slowly fading channels and the MDD is suitable for fast fading channels. The OWD 

detector can be easily used to replace the ideal decorrelating detector in either the 

RDD or the MDD. If the RDD is adopted, the correlations in R at change frequently 

and the system seen by the OWD detector is fast time varying; on the other hand, if 

the MDD is adopted, the correlations in R^r change only occasionally and R̂ *̂  can 

be updated using the decentralized implementation of Algorithm 3.1.

3.7 Performance Analysis

Since the OWD detector uses the reconstructed information bits to correct the left- 

edge effect (i.e., the MUI at the beginning of the window), an exact bit-error rate 

(BER) formula is difficult to obtain. In order to analyze the performance degradation 

due to neglecting the right-edge effect, we assume a perfect left-edge correction. This 

assumption leads to an accurate estimation for the exact BER of the OWD detector 

since the error due to an incorrect left-edge correction does not accumulate, as dis

cussed in Sec. 3.3. Since the most inaccurate estimate of user bits usually occurs in 

the central transmission interval of a working window, we only discuss the BER of 

the user bits in this interval as a worst case study. Let Pk{i) be the BER of the ith 

bit of the Ath user and assume that i is the index for the central transmission interval 

of a working window. If the probabilities of transmitting a 4-1 or a —1 are equal, 

then (3.16) implies that

Pt(i) =  P{[R â‘f iU + i  < 0 I h it)  =  1 } (3.42)

where [y]* represents the Arth entry of vector y. From (3.15) and (3.17), we have

ŷ efc(z) 4-y[b(i4-p4-l)]P.(i,=Q/jM!)±±E±£±M| (3.43)
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where

Q{x) =  J
dpK+k is the (pK + k ,p K  +  Ar)th entry of and i'[b(i +  p +  1 )] =  [R] /̂re]pü:+fc 

describes the right-edge effect to the detection of bk{i).

In order to determine the window length, or equivalently the tolerance e described 

in Sec. 3.5, we need two more performance measures, namely, the asymptotic multiuser 

efficiency (AME) and the NF resistance. The AÂ IE characterizes the performance 

degradation due to the MUI in a  vanishing noise case [9]. For the OWD detector, the 

AME of the ith bit of the kth  user can be deduced as

1  min +  . (3 ,4 4 )
\/(ipK+k 16fc(t)=l

The NF resistance of the ith bit of fcth user is defined as its worst case AME over all 

possible energies of the other information bits. According to this definition, the OWD 

is not NF resistant. However, given that the received power is finite in practice, the 

concept of the power-limited NF resistance introduced in [38] applies, and the power- 

limited NF resistance of the ith bit of the Artih user is given by

,.flk{i) (3.45)
0 O  )  m a x  O  )

where StaaxU) = ^ m ^ 6 ((y). It follows that

(3.46)
I y / d p K + k  J

where p  is the li norm [35] of the kth  row of F(p 4 - l,M )Hi(z + p + 1)^. In mo

bile CDMA communications, the received power imbalance serves as a performance 

measure of power control and is defined as

K =  max (3.47)
enuaij)
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where =  min ei{j). If ||F(p 4- 1 , H - p  +  l)^[|oo < c, a lower bound for1<1<K
fj =  min f\k[i) can be deduced as

?7 >max^ fo,   ̂/ (3.48) 
I yJ^K+k )

This can serve as a  guide for the selection of tolerance e for the determination of the 

window length.

We conclude this section with an observation concerning the performance of the 

OWD detector relative to that of the ideal decorrelating detector. It can be seen from

(3.44) and (3.48) that if e is selected such that €^/K «C I, the AME and the power- 

limited NF resistance of the proposed detector is approximately equal to l/dpK+k- la  

[9], the AME of the ideal decorrelating detector was derived as where

denotes the (k ,k)th  entry of Since R*f is a principal submatrix of Rat, 

we have 1/dpic+fc >  [35j. This shows that in some cases the performance

of the OWD detector can even be better than that of the ideal detector. This feature 

is a consequence of the fact that the OWD detector neglects the MUI from outside 

the working window and hence causes a smaller noise enhancement.

3.8 Numerical Examples

The performance of the proposed detector was examined for the cases of two and 

multiple users.

3.8.1 Two-User System

We first consider a two-user time-invariant system. The simplicity of the system allows 

us to carry out an analysis on issues such as the convergence of K,- and the system 

performance in an explicit manner. Assuming that (Hq)i2  =  r i and (Hi) 12 =  1*2 , 

then |ri| -I- |r2 | < I. Since M* =  by (3.20) the spectral radius of M%, denoted
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as Pi, can be computed by using the recursive formula

riV2
Pi =

where Zi+i =  1  — r | /(x i  — ) and Xi =  1 . This leads to

(3.49)

z  =  Urn., =  l  +  (3.50,
t-fOO 2

Letting i > oo in (3.49) and substituting (3.50) into (3.49) give

p =  2 [rir2 | / (r  H- — 2r?r|) (3.51)

where r  =  I — rf — r | .  Note that p =  I if jrij +  jraj =  I, which corresponds to an 

unstable realization of the ideal decorrelating detector. The plot shown in Fig. 3.7 

depicts p versus r i and rg. It can be seen that p is usually quite small. Specifically, 

we have p <  0.4 if |ri| +  jraj <  0.9 whereas p < 0.25 if |ri] +  jrg] <  0 .8 . The 

convergence rate of p,-, given by the smallest value of i  such that \pi — p\/p < 0 .0 1 , 

and the smallest window length given by (3.33) with e =  0.01 are given in Table 3.1. 

We see that even in the cases where the cross-correlation properties are much poorer 

than what is often encountered in practice, the convergence rate of pi remains high 

and the window length required is moderate.

3.8.2 Multiple-User Systems

We now consider systems with multiple users. To demonstrate the performance of 

systems equipped with the proposed detector, extensive computer simulations were 

conducted. In all the simulations, signature codes were selected firom a family of the 

127-chip Gold code and a rectangular chip waveform was used.

To study the NF resistance of the OWD detector, both time-invariant and time- 

dependent systems were simulated, and the energy received from the desired user 

was assumed to be emin- The power-limited NF resistance achieved for time-invariant 

systems versus the number of users and the received power embalance are illustrated
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T able 3.1. Convergence Rate of pi/Smallest Window Length Given by (3.33) with

0.8
Two- User System.

riVa 0 . 1 0 . 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 . 6 0.7

0 . 1 2/5 2/5 2/5 2/5 2/5 2/5 3/5

0 . 2 2/5 2/5 2/5 2/7 2/7 3/7 3/11

0.3 2/5 2/5 2/7 2/7 3/7 3/11

0.4 2/5 2/7 2/7 3/9 3/11

0.5 2/5 2/7 2/9 3/11

0 . 6 2/5 2/7 3/11

0.7 2/7 3/11

0 . 8 2/9

in Figs. 3.8 and Figs. 3.9, respectively. As expected, it can be seen that the loss in the 

NF resistance increases with the number of users and the received power imbalance. 

This phenomenon is particularly prominent for a window length of 3. However, as 

the window-length increases, the resultant NF-resistance curves quickly become more 

able to follow that of the ideal decorrelating detector. For a system with 20 users 

and a 20 dB power imbalance, the loss in the NF resistance is 0.12 for a window 

length of 3 and 0.01 for a window length of 5. For a system with 40 users and a 10 

dB power imbalance, the loss in NF resistance is 0.2 for a window length of 3 and 

about 0.01 for a  window length of 5. Hence, a  window length of 5 is sufficient to yield 

an NF resistance close to that of the ideal decorrelating detector for a time-invariant 

system with a large number of users and moderate power imbalance. The power- 

limited NF resistance versus received power imbalance in a time-dependent system is 

demonstrated in Fig. 3.10. The time-dependent system was simulated by randomly 

selecting signature signals form the Gold code set for each information bit. Comparing 

the results in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, we can see that for a fixed window length, the loss 

in the NF resistance in time-dependent systems is similar to or is slightly smaller
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Figure 3.7. Spectral radius ofbA in a two-user system.

than that in time-invariant systems. This confirms that the impulse response of the 

detector decays slightly faster in time-dependent systems.
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Figure 3.8. Power-limited NF resistance as a function of the number of active users 

for user 1 in a time-invariant system.

The average BER of all users as a function of signaJ-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the 

OWD detector for a time-invariant system with 20 users is plotted in Figs. 3 . 1 1  and 

3.12. In Fig. 3.11, all users were assumed to have equal power. In Fig. 3.12, the user 

received energies per bit were uniformly distributed on interval [emin, Cmax] and the 

power imbalance emax/cmin was assumed to be 10 dB. The perkrmance of the detector 

under two conditions, i.e., using correct bits as feedback and using detected bits as 

feedback, is also compared in the figures. As is expected, no apparent differences in the 

performance under these two conditions are observed. This confirms our statements 

made in Sec. 3.3 and shows that the assumption made in Sec. 3.7 is reasonable. From 

the figures, we can also see that the performance of the OWD detector is close to
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F igure  3.9. Power-limited NF resistance as a function of the received power imbal- 

ancefor user 1 in a time-invariant system.
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F igure  3.10. Power-limited NF resistance for user 1 in a time-dependent system.
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that of the ideal decorrelating detector and sometimes it can even be slightly better. 

This is due to the fact that the OWD detector causes less noise enhancement.

The BER curves for a time-dependent system are illustrated in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14. 

A Raleigh fading channel with 6  resolvable paths was assumed and was simulated by 

using a method introduced in [42]. The path coefficients were assumed to be known 

and the RDD combination was adopted. The performance of the RDD using the 

ideal decorrelating detector is difficult to obtain in simulations. Instead, we used 

the average BER of the isolated RAKE receiver as a benchmark, where the term 

‘isolated* is taken to mean the absence of interfering users. Again, the BER curves 

obtained by using correct bits as feedback and using detected bits as feedback are 

almost indistinguishable. It can also be observed that in contrast to the NF resistance, 

the BER appears to be more insensitive to the window length used. The BER curve 

obtained with a window length of 3 is very close to that obtained with a window 

length of 7. This is because that the NF resistance is a worst-case performance 

measure; it does not necessarily relate to BER in a practical situation. For this time- 

dependent system, the OWD detector is sufficient to yield satisfactory BER with a 

window length of 3.
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3.9 Conclusions

A comparison on the exact FIR decorrelator and the ideal decorrelating detector 

has been given. It has been shown that the ideal decorrelating detector consistently 

outperforms the exact FIR decorrelator. It has been also found that similar problems, 

such as computing and updating a large size matrix and window-length determination, 

exist in the two detectors.

The convergence of the ideal decorrelating detector to its limiting HR filter and 

the decay of its impulse response have been studied. The results obtained show that 

the convergence rate of the ideal decorrelating detector to its limiting HR filter as 

well as the decay rate of the decorrelating IR are related to the spectral radius of the 

Cholesky factors of the system’s cross-correlation matrix. Based on these properties, 

an efficient window-based decorrelating detector and an algorithm for its updating 

have been proposed. The proposed OWD detector achieves a performance close to 

and sometimes even slightly better than that of the ideal decorrelating detector. 

The application of the proposed detector in multipath fading channels has also been 

investigated and the results obtained show that the proposed detector can be easily 

adopted in conjunction with conventional frequency-diversity techniques.

A signal-adapted criterion for the determination of the window length has been 

developed. This criterion enables the OWD detector to select the smallest window 

length, and hence the smallest processing delay, to achieve a prescribed NF resis

tance under a given NF situation. Theoretical analysis as well as simulation results 

have demonstrated that small to moderate window lengths are sufilcient for various 

practical environments.

Because of the similarity of the decorrelating mapping and the MMSE mapping, 

the proposed detection scheme and the results obtained on the behavior of the ideal 

decorrelating detector can be easily extended to the case of the MMSE detector.
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max min

Nurober of: users K=2Q

  IDEAL DECOR.
4-  -  +  OWD-CBFB (M=5) 

*  OWD-CBFB (M=7) O- -  O OWD-CBFB (M=9)
4 h OWD-DBFB (M=5)
*  ♦  OWD-DBFB (M=7)O O OWD-DBFB (M=9)

F igure 3.11. Comparison ofbit-error rate under the conditions o f using correct bits

as feedback (CBFB) and using detected bits as feedback (DBFB) over an AW G N

channel with equal power users.
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Number of users K=20

  IDEAL DECOR.
+- -  +  OWD-CBFB (M=5) 
*- -  ♦  OWD-CBFB (M=7) 
G- -  © OWD-CBFB (M=9)
+ k OWD-DBFB (M=5)
*  ♦  OWD-DBFB (M=7)a O OWD-DBFB (M=9)

Figure 3.12. Comparison of bit-error rate under the conditions of using correct bits

as feedback (CBFB) and using detected bits as feedback (DBFB) over an AWGN

channel with 10 dB received power imbalance.
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a
Number of users K=20

  ISOLATED RAKE
4-  -  +  OWD-CBFB (M=3) 
*- -  ♦  OWD-CBFB (M=5) 
0 - 0  OWD-CBFB (M=7)
H (- OWD-DBFB (M=3)
*  ♦  OWD-DBFB (M=5)
O O  OWD-DBFB (M=7)

14

Figure 3.13. Comparison ofbit-error rate under the conditions o f using correct bits

as feedback (CBFB) and detected bits as feedback (DBFB) over a multipath Rayleigh

fading channel with 6 resolvable paths with equal power t^ers.
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Number of users K=20

ISOLATED RAKE 
OWD-CBFB (M=3) 
OWD-CBFB (M=5) 
OWD-CBFB (M=7) 
OWD-DBFB (M=3) 
OWD-DBFB (M=5) 
OWD-DBFB (M=7)

6 8 10 
«m,n/No(dB)

F igure 3.14. Comparison of bit-error rate under the conditions o f using correct bits

as feedback (CBFB) and detected bits as feedback (DBFB) over a multipath Rayleigh

fading channel with 6 resolvable paths with 10 dB received power imbalance.
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Chapter 4 

Constrained Minimum-BER 

Multiuser Detection

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, we have described linear multiuser detectors. As indicated 

by their names, the decorrelating detector and the minimum-mean squared error 

(MMSE) detector minim ize the multiuser interference (MUI) and the mean-squared 

error (MSB), respectively. These detectors achieve optimal near-far resistance and 

hence both are worst-case optimal linear multiuser detectors [8 ]. However, there are 

situations in practice where the performance of the decorrelating and MMSE detectors 

is far from optimum. For example, when the properties of cross-correlations among 

signature signals are poor, the energy of the interferers is small relative to that of 

the desired signal and/or the number of simultaneous users is small in a micro-cell. 

In general, the decorrelating and MMSE detectors do not provide the lowest bit- 

error rate (BER) even among linear detectors. In fact, occasionally the conventional 

matched-filter receiver (MFR) outperforms the decorrelating and MMSE detectors. 

Since the ultimate performance index of a com m unication system is the BER, it is of 

interest to develop a new linear multiuser detector that minimizes the BER.

In [44], an approximate minimum BER criterion was proposed for combating inter

symbol interference (ISI) for single-user dispersive channels and it was shown to yield
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significant performance gain over the conventional zero-forcing and MMSE criteria. 

In parallel with this development, the m inim um  BER criterion has also been consid

ered for multiuser systems. In [45], an adaptive linear multiuser detector using an 

unconstrained stochastic gradient algorithm to minimize the BER was derived. How

ever, the global convergence of this algorithm requires that the BER cost function 

be monotonie with respect to interference, fading, and noise statistics. This condi

tion is very restrictive and diflScult to verify. Very recently, another interesting linear 

minimum-BER multiuser detector has been developed in [46] based on a constrained 

recursive adaptation algorithm, which is directly applicable to channels with non- 

Gaussian noise. However, global convergence can be guaranteed only for the two-user 

case.

In this chapter, we study the minimum BER criterion as applied to linear multiuser 

detection for binary signaling and its biorthogonal extensions in DS-CDMA commu

nication systems. Our attention is focused on base stations where information about 

the signature signals, timing, and received amplitudes of all active users is available 

or can be accurately estimated. Hence the linear multiuser detector that minimizes 

BER can be designed prior to its application. Note that the BER function is highly 

nonlinear for which several local minima may exist. In order to avoid unsatisfactory 

local minima, we propose a constrained minimum-BER (CMBER) multiuser detector 

that minimizes the BER cost function subject to a set of convex constraints. It is 

shown that if the decorrelating detector exists, then there exist an infinite number 

of detectors satisfying the constraints and that the constrained optimization problem 

has a unique minimizer.

To obtain the proposed detector, we convert the constrained optimization problem 

to an equivalent convex programming problem, and then develop a Newton barrier 

method that requires considerably less computation than that required by the method 

of sequential quadratic programming [47]. Even though the proposed detector cannot 

be shown to be always optimal because of the constraints imposed, our analysis
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shows that it is optimal for many realistic situations. Simulations are carried out 

to demonstrate that the proposed detector yields the lowest BER among the results 

obtained from a large number of runs of an unconstrained optimization algorithm.

4.2 System Model

We consider binary-phase-shift-keying (BPSK) transmission over an additive white 

Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel in a DS-CDMA system. In this chapter, we will 

take a chip-rate approach. For a synchronous transmission, user detection can be 

performed symbol by symbol, i.e., the window length is I. For an asynchronous 

transmission, an equivalent synchronous transmission can be obtained for an obser

vation window and the detection can then be carried out window by window (see 

Sec. 3.2 and Fig. 3.1). Note that this modeling also applies to a single-user system 

over a dispersive channel where each transmitted information bit can also be deemed 

to be originating from a different user. If the single-user channel is time invariant, 

then all virtual users have identical signature signals, which are the impulse response 

(IR) of the channel, but delayed in time. Hence for the design of a  linear receiver, it 

is suflScient to consider only synchronous multiuser systems.

To design a detector that minimizes BER, it is not convenient to work on the 

outputs of the matched filters. Hence we will start from the received signal, to which 

the linear mapping to be designed applies. Assume that there are K  synchronous 

users and denote the information bit of the ith user and its amplitude as 6* and \/ëf,

respectively. Within the observation window, the critically sampled version of the

received baseband signal y can be expressed as

y  =  Sb -f n (4.1)

where

y  = [Viy2 • "  VhV  (4.2)
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b =  [6 i 6 2  * ' * (4.3)

S =  [•\/ëïsi y/ëîs2 ' ' • \/ë^Sff] E (4.4)

In (4.1), n  is an AWGN signal with zero mean and variance = Nq/2 , and s% 6 

is the critically sampled signature signal of the zth synchronous user. For 

asynchronous systems, if the original discrete signature signal of the real user, who 

transmitted the zth information bit, is s, then from Fig. 3.1 s, will be of the form 

[0 • • • 0 0 • • - 0]^.

4.3 Multiuser BER Cost Function

Consider the BER of a linear multiuser receiver with coefficient vector c for a multiuser 

channel. The BER of the fcth user can be readily found as

m  = 2^  I  « (j^) (4.5)
where v,- =  Sbj and b,- for 1 < i  < is a possible information vector with its fcth 

entry bk equal to 1  and

Since the BER cost function with respect to c given in (4.5) depends only on the 

direction of c, the existence of a global minimum of P(c) is obvious. The detector 

whose coefficient vector c* minimizes (4.5) is optimal among linear detectors and will 

be referred to as the optimal linear detector. If the gradient of P(c) with respect to 

c  is set to zero, we obtain
o/f-i

c  =  c  5 3  ûiVt (4.6)
»=i

where c is an arbitrary constant and

(cfTv,):!Oi =  exp 2||c||V2j (4.7)
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Hence, a c  that satisfies (4.6) may be a local minimizer if c >  0 or a local maximizer if 

c <  0. It can also be seen that the optimal c* is a weighted sum of all possible received 

noise-free signal, {vf}. Because the exponential function decreases fast as its argu

ment increases, c* is dominated by those received signals whose inner products with 

c are relatively small. This is natural since the optimal detector would achieve nearly 

equal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for all possible transmitted {bf}. Even though (4.6) 

provides some insights to the problem at hand, a closed-form expression for c* is not 

available. Furthermore, since the BER function is highly nonlinear and there may 

exist more than one local minimum, convergence to c* cannot generally be guaranteed 

by many nonlinear optimization algorithms.

The following proposition will be useful in the subsequent analysis.

P roposition  4.1: Any local minimizer of the BER cost function in (4.5) subject

to

c^Vf > 0  for 1 <  z <  (4.8)

is a global minimizer. Furthermore, with the constraint ||c|| =  1 , the global minimizer 

is unique.

P ro o f  Since the BER cost function is independent of the length of c, it is suflScient 

to consider minimizing P(c) on the set

/  =  (c : ||c|| =  1 and c satisfies (4.8)} (4.9)

Let the global minimizer of the above constrained minimization problem he Ci €  I

and assume that there exists another local minimizer €2 6 /  such that

P(ci) < P(C2 ) (4.10)

Let O! <  I be a positive constant and assume that

'  =  llaci +  (1 -  «)c,||
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Since ||c|| =  1 and >  0 for 1 <  i <  we conclude that c G I . Furthermore,

because ||acx +  (1 — a)c 2 || <  1, we have

c^Vf >  a c fv i  4- (1 -  o:)c^v,- (4.12)

Hence

<  Q r a c r v < + a - a ) < € v . -(9 ) »
<  n „ |

where the second inequality follows from the fact that Q(x) for r  >  0 is a convex 

function. From (4.5) and (4.13), we have

I c^v-
P(c) =

-  2 * -i t
=  a P ( c i )  +  (I — a)P(c2)

< P(c 2 ) for all a  E (0, 1) (4.14)

Since c —> C2 as a  0, the inequality in (4.14) implies that in any arbitrary small 

neighborhood centered at C2 , there always exists a vector c such that P(c) < P(c 2 ). 

This contradicts the fact that C2  is a local minimizer and hence we have P(ci) > 

P (c 2 ). Since Ci is the global minimizer, we also have P(ci) <  P (c 2 ). Therefore, 

P(ci) =  P(c2 ) and C2 is a global minimizer.

To show the uniqueness of the minimizer in set I , we note that any point in the

set

To = ( c :  ||c|| =  1 and c^v,- =  0 for 1 <  i <  2'^” }̂ (4.15)

is a global maximizer. Hence it is sufficient to consider only those points in the convex 

set I\ = I  — Iq.
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Since Q{x) is strictly convex for ar >  0, P(c) in (4.5) is strictly convex on set Ii. 

Now assume that there are two distinct global minimizers Ci and Cg with Ci ^  Cg In 

such, a case, any point

^  ||a c l +  ( l - a ) c 2 | |

with 0 <  Or < 1 would satisfy the inequality

f ( c )  >  P(ci) (4.17)

Since P(c) is strictly convex on fy, we have

P(c) < aP (c i) +  (1 -  a)P(ca) =  P(ci) (4.18)

which contradicts (4.17). Therefore, the global minimizer is unique. ■

Note that in the above proposition, we have assumed that the set I  defined by 

(4.9) is not empty. This assumption is true for most practical systems as shown in 

the following proposition.

P roposition  4.2; If the signature signals s%, l < i < K ,  are linearly independent 

of each other, then there always exists an infinite number of elements in / .

P ro o f  It is easy to show that if s%, 1 <  i <  üf, are linearly independent of each 

other, then the cross-correlation matrix R  =  S^S is positive definite and the zero- 

forcing solution can be achieved. Denote the decorrelating linear mapping that applies 

to the received signal for user k as Cj. Then, from (2.34), we have

M - *'’■ -  ifâi " iiQii  ̂ 1 s .'< 2'̂ -‘
This means that Crf/||Cd|| is in set I .  Now consider vector

(4.19)
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where p  is a perturbation vector to be determined later. We have ||C p|| =  1 and

" * llCd +  Pll llCd +  p |l

1-l lP l l l lv i lU  ^-l lp|l(°^plNI)
-  I l c + P l l  -  I l c + P l l  ^

It follows that if

then (4.21) implies that cjv,- >  0 for 1 < z < 2^~^. In other words, any vector Cp 

given by (4.20) with p satisfying (4.22) belongs to set / .  ■

4.4 The Constrained Minimum-BER Detector

The CMBER multiuser detector is defined as the detector whose coefficient vector 

is the global minimizer of P(c) in (4.5) subject to the constraints in (4.8). From 

Proposition 4.2, once the zero-forcing solution can be achieved, the CMBER detector 

exists and outperforms the decorrelating detector. However, the CMBER detector 

cannot be shown to be always optimal among linear detectors due to the constraints 

imposed.

P ro p o sitio n  4.3; The CMBER detector achieves the optimal performance 

among linear multiuser detectors if

v f v j > 0  V i , j  (4.23)

P ro o f  Let c be a m inim izer of the B E R  cost function in (4.5). Then, it follows from 

(4 .6) and (4.23) that

2lC-l
Ĉ Vy =  c 53 “ tvfVy > 0 (4.24)

t=i
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This shows that under the conditions in (4.23), any local minimizer of P(c) must 

satisfy the constraints in (4.8). Hence the CMBER detector is the global minimizer 

o fP (c ). ■

The condition in (4.23) requires that the amplitude of the desired user is much 

larger than the amplitudes of other users. This condition is too restrictive and is 

often violated in practice. Even so, the CMBER detector still achieves the optimal 

performance for most realistic cases. An intuitive explanation is as follows: Since a 

detector with a coeflScient vector c that does not satisfy (4.8) would usually yield 

a poorer BER than that of the decorrelating detector, the global minimizer most 

likely satisfies (4.8). Therefore, the constraints in (4.8) usually will not exclude the 

unconstrained global minimizer of P(c) in (4.5), i.e., the CMBER detector will in 

most realistic cases represent the same unconstrained global minimizer. The following 

proposition wül be useful to further clarify the above idea.

P roposition  4.4; For a linear receiver with a coefficient vector c that does not 

satisfy the constraints in (4.8), the corresponding BER is bounded as

P (c )> 2K-1 (4.25)

regardless of the user signature signals, where d =  y ê t/c ,  K  is the number of users, 

and is the binominal coefficient n!/[A:!(n — A:)!].

P ro o f Since there is no constraint on user signature signals, smaller inner prod

ucts of c and v, will result in a larger BER bound. Hence, we consider the case 

where the smallest inner product is 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that 

the possible received signal corresponding to the smallest inner product be v i, i.e., 

c^vi =  0 and c^v,- >  for i >  1. Consider those possible information vectors that 

differ from b i in exactly n  bits. Clearly, there axe M  — i) such bit sequences.
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which we denote as V2 , "Vm+i . Then, we have

Af+l Af+1
È  Ü  c^S(bf -  bi)
1=2 t= 2

2nM  Tg. _c^S bf (4.26)
K - l

where b f  is a vector of length K  whose Arth entry is zero and its other entries are the 

corresponding entries of bt with opposite signs. By the definition of b f , we have

c^S(bi +bi") =  x/ëifcĈ Sfc (4.27)

If c has unit energy, then from (4.27) we have

c^S br <  (4.28)

Substituting (4.28) into (4.26), we obtain

04.29)

By the fact that Q(c) is convex for x > 0, the lowest BER wül be achieved when

1 Af+l 

2n
< (or 2 < j  < M + l  (4.30)

From the above equation and (4.5), the overall BER contributed by possible trans

mission of {bj, 2 < j  < M}  is given by

By summing {P„} for n =  0 ,1, . . . ,  ÜT — 1, we obtain (4.25). ■

The above BER bound is useful for examining whether the CMBER detector is 

optimal among linear detectors for realistic cases. If the BER bound in (4.25) is larger 

than the BER of a detector whose coefficient vector satisfies the constraints in (4.8)
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(e.g., the decorrelating detector), then the coefficient vector of the CMBER detector 

is the global minimizer of the BER cost function. In Fig. 4.1, the smallest SNR, 

defined by Ck/No, required by the decorrelating detector to achieve smaller BER than 

the bound given by (4.25) is illustrated as a function of the angle between St and the 

interference subspace. From the figure, we can see that if the SNR is 6 dB or larger, 

then the required angle of s* relative to its interference subspace is t t /3  for a system 

of 20 users. In other words, if the angle of s* relative to the interference subspace is 

7t/3 and the SNR is 6 dB or larger, then the CMBER detector achieves the optimal 

performance among linear detectors. As the angle increases to 57t/12, the required 

SNR becomes 1 dB. Since pseudo-random sequences are usually used in practice, the 

angle of a signature signal relative to its interference subspace is usually large, say 

greater than t t /3 . This implies that for practical systems where the SNR is around 

10 dB or more, the CMBER detector is optimal. It is worthy to note that the above 

bound is not tight and the C&/IBER detector can be optimal for much worse cases as 

indicated above. In our simulations, it was found that for systems where the SNR at 

the output of the decorrelating detector is not very low (e.g., the SNR is greater than 

0 dB), the CMBER multiuser detector is identical with the linear minimum-BER 

detector whose coefficient vector minimizes the BER cost function (4.5) without any 

constraints.

The above result applies directly to the case of channel equalization for single- 

user communication systems. Even though an exact zero-forcing solution is not always 

achievable with a finite-length linear equalizer, the channel is still equalizable for most 

cases. In other words, set I  is most likely not empty and a constrained minimum-BER 

equalizer exists.
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 K=1Q
-4- Ife20 

K=30

0.7 0.8 1.4

F igure  4.1. The smallest SNR required by the decorrelating detector to achieve 

smaller BER than the bound given by (4-25) as a function of the angle of s* rela

tive to the interference subspace.

4.5 A Newton Barrier M ethod for the CMBER  

Problem

We now discuss the computation of the coefficient vector of the CMBER detector. The 

problem of minimizing the BER in (4.5) subject to constraints in (4.8) is equivalent 

to the optimization problem

minimize P(c)

subject to c^v,- > 0  for 1 < i

Hell =  1

(4.32a)

(4.32b)

(4.32c)
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where

H e )  =  Z
^  i= i

and

Vi =  — for 1 <  I <  2^-^ 
a

Note that the problem in (4.32a-4.32c) is not a convex programming problem because 

the feasible region characterized by (4.32b) and (4.32c) is not convex. However, it 

can be readily verified that the solution of (4.32a-4.32c) coincides with the solution 

of the constrained optimization problem

minimize P(c) (4.33a)

subject to c^Vi > 0  for 1 < i <  (4.33b)

llcll <  1 (4.33c)

This is because for any c with ||c|| < 1, one always has P{c) < P{c) where 

c =  c/||c||. In other words, the minimizer c* of the problem in (4.33a-4.33c) always 

satisfies (|c*(| =  1. A key distinction between the problems in (4.32a-4.32c) and (4.33a- 

4.33c) is that the latter one is a convex progra m m in g  problem for which a number

of efficient algorithms are available. The optimization algorithm described below fits

into the class of barrier function methods [48] [49] but it has several additional features 

that are uniquely associated with the present problem. These include a closed-form 

formula for evaluating the Newton direction and an efficient line search.

By taking a barrier function approach, we can in addition drop the nonlinear 

constraint in (4.33c) and convert the problem in (4.33a-4.33c) into

minimize f%(c) =  P(c) — ^log(l — c^c) (4.34a)

subject to c^v,- > 0  for 1 <  i <  (4.34b)

where /x > 0 is the barrier parameter. With a strictly feasible initial point Cq, which 

strictly satisfies the constraints in (4.33b) and (4.33c), the logarithmic term in (4.34a)
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is well defined. It is also evident that regardless of the value of //, the m in im u m  of 

(4.34a-4.34b) is the global m in im u m  of the problem of m in im iz in g  (4.5) subject to 

the constraints in (4.8). The gradient and Hessian matrix of F^(c) are given by

V W  = (4.35)

+ 1 _ J îpl + (i_(c||)2“  ̂

where M  =  and Pi =  c^v,- for I < i < M . Note that the Hessian matrix in 

the interior of the feasible region, i.e., c  with Pi = c^Vi > 0 and ||c|| < 1, is positive 

definite. This suggests that at the (k 4- I)th  iteration, can be obtained as

Cfc+i — Cfe 4“ tr&dt (4.37)

where the search direction d t is computed using

dfc =  - [V % (c t)]-^  V  Ff,(ck) (4.38)

The positive scalar a* in (4.37) is determined by a line search step as follows. First, 

note that the one-variable function F^{Ck+adk) is strictly convex on the interval [0, â] 

where â  is the largest positive scalar such that C t+ ad t remains feasible for 0 <  a  < â. 

Once â  is determined, f%(ct 4- nd t) is a unimodal function on [0,â] and the search 

for the minimizer of the function can be carried out using one of the well-known line 

search methods such as quadratic or cubic interpolation, the Golden-section method, 

or some direct search method [47] [50j[49]. To find â, we note that a  point 4- adfc 

satisfies the constraints in (4.33b) if

(Cfc 4- adfc)^Vi > 0  for I <  z <  M  (4.39)

Since Ck is feasible, we have c^v, >  0 for 1 <  z <  M . Hence for those indices i

such that d^Vf >  0, any nonegative a  will satisfy (4.39). In other words, only those

constraints in (4.33b) whose indices are in the set

Jfc =  {z : d j’v,- <  0} (4.40)
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will affect the largest value of a  that satisfies (4.39), and the largest value of a  can 

be computed as

( ^ )
In order to satisfy the constraint in (4.33c), we solve ||ct +  =  1 for a  and the

solution is given by a  =  âa with

'  -  i i* ip

The value of â  can now be taken as min(âi, m ). In practice, one must keep the next 

iterate strictly inside the feasible region to ensure that the barrier function in (4.36) 

is well defined. To this end we use

â  =  0.99 m in(ât, â i  ) (4.43)

This iterative optimization procedure continues until the difference between two 

successive solutions is less than a prescribed tolerance. Even though with a strictly 

feasible initial point, the barrier Newton method described above always converges 

to the global minimizer for an arbitrary positive /z, the value of /z does affect the 

behavior of the algorithm. A small /z would lead to an ill-conditioned Hessian matrix, 

while a large /z would lead to slow convergence. Considering that the probability of 

error is always less than 1, it is then reasonable to set the upper bound of /z to 0.1 

to ensure that the second term in the right-hand side of (4.34a) does not dominate 

over the first term. Hence, a /z in the interval [0.001,0.1], which would guarantee a 

well-conditioned Hessian matrix and allow a fast convergence, is desirable. Note that 

the selection of fx does not involve specific signal models and other system parameters.
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4.6 Numerical Examples

4.6.1 Example I

As a first example, we consider a two-user system. The simplicity of the system leads 

to a deeper u n d e rs ta n d in g  of the optimal linear multiuser detector, especially when 

the optimal linear detector considerably outperforms the decorrelating and MMSE 

detectors. Assume that the signature signals multiplied by the corresponding am

plitudes are Sq and Si as depicted in Fig. 4.2 and the desired user is user 0. The 

corresponding coefficient vector of the decorrelating detector must be orthogonal 

to § 1  as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Clearly, in this case, the CMBER detector is equivalent 

to the optimal linear detector since the energy of the desired signal is stronger than 

the energy of the interférer. Hence, the CMBER detector will not be mentioned fur

ther in this example. If a linear detector is used and the angle between its coefficient 

vector and So is 6, the BER for this example can be obtained as

(4.44)
^  f  1.25 cos0 -l-0.125sin^^ ^  f  0.75 cos0 — 0.125 sin
^  I ; ) I ; ).

Hence, the BER of the decorrelating detector is 

and the BER of the MFR with coefficient vector Sq is

Comparing (4.45) with (4.46), we can see that the MFR in this case outperforms the 

decorrelating detector regardless of the SNR because the cross-correlation of the two 

signature signals is large while the MUI is sufficiently small relative to the desired 

signal energy. Under these circumstances, the loss of signal energy inherent in the 

decorrelating detection is always larger than the loss of signal energy due to signal 

cancellation when the MFR is employed. Even though the MMSE detector can to
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some extent balance the effects of MUI and AWGN, its performance is still close to 

that of the decorrelating detector since it treats the residual MUI and AWGN as 

equally harmful. On the other hand, the optimal linear detector can better balance 

the effects of MUI and AWGN and, as a result, its performance is always better than 

that of the MFR. For an SNR of 15 dB (tr =  0.126), the coefficient vector of the 

MMSE detector, Cm, and the coefficient vector of the optimal linear detector, Cc, are 

illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The BER’s of the decorrelating detector, MMSE, MFR, and 

optimal linear detectors are given in Table 4.1. As can be observed from the table, the 

optimal linear detector and even the MFR significantly outperform the decorrelating 

and MMSE detectors.

Table 4.1. B E R ’s for a Two-User System (SNR=lh dB^.
Detectors Decorrelating MMSE MFR Minimum-BER

BER 1.91 X  10-“̂ 2.09 X  10-^ 6.40 X  10~ °̂ 3.86 X  10“ °̂

(1/4, 1/8)

(0.986, -0.164)

(0.710, -0.705)

Cj (0.447, -0.894)

Figure  4.2. Singnature signals and multiuser detectors for a two-user system.
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4.6.2 Example 2

As a second example, we compare the performance of the CMBER with that of the 

optimal linear detector. Shown in Fig. 4.3 are the BER curves of different detectors 

for a system with 10 equal-power users. The optimal linear detector was taken as 

the best solution of 40 runs of a quasi-Newton optimization algorithm. In order 

to simulate a case in which the CMBER detector differs from the optimal linear 

multiuser detector, the user signature signals were randomly selected and the SNR 

was chosen to be unrealistically small. As can be seen in Fig. 4.3, the BER curve of 

the CMBER detector and that of the optimal linear detector are indistinguishable. 

In fact, these two detectors have the same coefficient vector when the SNR is larger 

than —3 dB. From the figure, it is also evident that the MMSE detector achieves very 

similar performance as that of the optimal linear detector while the decorreiating 

detector yields a considerably poorer performance.

0.45

0.4

—  Dec. 
-+ - MMSE
 CMBER.
-O- Opt

-7 -3

Figure 4.3. Performance comparison of linear multiuser detectors: 10 equal-power 

users.
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We now consider more practical situations where the SNR is larger than 0 dB. 

Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show the BER curves for a 10-user single-path and a multipath 

system, respectively. In both systems, the power of the desired user was set to 0 

dB and the power of the interfering users was randomly generated in the range —10 

dB to 0 dB. The number of resolvable paths was assumed to be 6 for Fig. 4.5. For 

the multipath system, the SNR for a particular user is defined as the ratio of the 

total received signal energy of the user to the energy of the Gaussian noise. We 

also assumed a slowly fading enviroment where the path gains can be accurately 

estimated. Hence all previous equations hold for the decorreiating, MMSE, and CM

BER multiuser detectors if the signature signal of a particular user is replaced by its 

composite signature signal, which is the sum of the delayed versions of the original 

signature signal multiplied by the path gains that correspond to the delays. As can 

be observed, in both cases, the CMBER detector outperforms the decorreiating and 

MMSE detectors. For the single-path system, the cross-correlation among signature 

signals is small and the three BER curves are close to each other. On the other hand, 

for the multipath system, where the cross-correlation properties are relatively poorer, 

the performance gain of the CMBER detector over those of the decorreiating and the 

MMSE detectors is quite significant. Note that the coefficient vector of the CMBER 

detector was equal to that of the optimal linear detector whose performance curve is 

not shown in the figures.

4.6.3 Example 3

As a last example, we used the proposed CMBER detector, the zero-forcing equalizer, 

and the MMSE equalizer to a single user system over a dispersive chaimel with impulse 

response h = {0.7317, 0.6707, —0.1219}. The detector and equalizers were assumed 

to be of 3 taps and the detection delay was assumed to be 2. The BER curves 

of the zero-forcing equalizer, the MMSE equalizer, and the CMBER detector are 

illustrated in Fig. 4.6. As can be seen in the figure, the performance of the zero-
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10-

10-

Dec.
MMSE
CMBER

10-

20
SNR (dB)

F igure  4.4. Performance comparison of linear multiuser detectors: Zl-chip Gold 

codes and sigle path.

forcing equalizer is similar to that of the MMSE equalizer while the CMBER detector 

oflfers a performance gain as large as 5 dB over the MMSE equalizer.

4.6.4 Use of MATLAB

We have also compared the proposed barrier Newton method with the constrained 

optimization method provided by MATLAB routine constr in terms of computational 

complexity. This MATLAB routine was based on a sequential quadratic p r o g r a m m in g  

algorithm [47]. It was found that for a system with ten users and signature signals 

of length 31 chips, the MATLAB routine required 40 to 100 times more flops than 

the barrier Newton method. As the number of users and the length of signature 

signals increase, the barrier Newton method becomes even more efficient in terms of 

computation than the MATLAB routine.
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Figure 4.5. Performance comparison of linear multiuser detectors: Zl-chip Gold 

codes and multipaths.

4.7 Conclusions

We have studied the minimum BER criterion as applied to multiuser detection as well 

as channel equalization for single-user systems and proposed a constrained minimum- 

BER multiuser detector. The proposed detector minimizes the BER cost function 

subject to the constraint that the corresponding eye pattern is open no matter what 

information bits are transmitted by interferers. We have shown that under this con

straint, the BER cost function has a unique minimizer. Consequently, we were able 

to use a Newton barrier method to find the coefllcients of the proposed detector that 

requires only a very small amount of computation relative to the popular method 

of sequential quadratic programming. Even though the proposed detector requires 

information about timing, amplitudes, and signature signals of all users, the idea 

is enhghtening for an adaptive implementation where information about interferers
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Dec.
MMSE
CMBER

2220 21 23 24 25 28 29 3026 27
SNR(dB)

Figure  4.6. Performance comparison of linear equalizers for a dispersive channel.

is unavailable. Analysis and numerical examples have demonstrated that the per

formance gain of the proposed detector over those of the decorreiating and MMSE 

detectors can be quite significant in many cases.

It is worthy to point out that the analysis and results presented in this dissertation, 

especially the identification of the convergence region defined by the set of convex 

constraints, are also useful for possible adaptive implementations of the proposed 

algorithm. Even though identifying the proposed convergence region exactly would 

need information about the interferers, it is possible to identify, without the knowledge 

of the interferers, a convergence region that is approximately equal to or is included in 

the proposed region. For example, a constraint on the angle of the coefficient vector 

to be optimized relative to the coefficient vector of the decorrelator can be used to 

define such a region.
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Chapter 5 

Blind Multiuser Detection for 

Frequency-Selective Fading CDMA 

Channels

5.1 Introduction

So far focused ou we have the design of multiuser detectors for mobile base stations. 

These centralized detectors demodulate all user signals simultaneously by utilizing 

information about the signature signals, timing, and sometimes received amplitudes 

of all users. For mobile stations, however, only the desired signal needs to be demod

ulated and the information of interfering users is not available. This precludes the use 

of centralized multiuser detectors. Consequently, decentralized detectors that can im

plicitly exploit information about interferers must be used. Note that even in a base 

station, the receiver may not have information about some interferers, e.g., interferers 

from adjacent cells. A centralized detector then has to treat this unknown interfer

ence as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). On the other hand, a decentralized 

detector indiscriminately suppresses interference from all users.

Recently, attempts have been made to develop adaptive multiuser detectors to 

eliminate the need for information about interfering users. An adaptive decorreiating 

detector was developed to integrate newly activated users for base stations in [19] [20].
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Since this detector can adaptively augment an existing decorrelator to take into ac

count new users, it can also be extended to deal with mobile stations. A more popular 

adaptive multiuser detector is the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) detector 

which minimizes the mean-squared error (MSE) between the outputs of the detector 

and the transmitted information bits [21][22]. Along this line, a notable progress was 

made in [23] based on the observation that minfmîCTng the output energy of a linear 

detector under the constraint that the energy of the desired user is maintained is 

equivalent to minimizing the MSE. A blind adaptive detector, namely, the minimum 

mean output energy (MOE) detector, was then derived to further eliminate the need 

for training sequences. This blind adaptation mechanism is of particular importance 

for fading channels where frequent retraining is required by an adaptive detector. 

Following the MOE detector, other blind adaptive multiuser detectors were proposed 

from Wiener’s reconstruction-filter point of view [51].

The aforementioned adaptive multiuser detectors are all aimed at AWGN chan

nels. In comparison, relatively less progress has been made in the development of 

adaptive multiuser detection for fading chaimels. In [52], the MMSE multiuser de

tector was considered in a flat fading channel. Since the signal bandwidth in mobile 

radio and indoor DS-CDMA channels is often larger than the coherent bandwidth 

of the channels, transmitted signals often undergo frequency-selective fading. How

ever, like the MFR for AWGN channels, the RAKE receiver used in conventional 

DS-CDMA systems for frequency-selective channels suffers from near-far (NF) effects 

in the presence of multiuser interference (MUX). Hence it is highly desirable to design 

adaptive multiuser detectors that achieve diversity gain in frequency-selective fading 

channels with NF resistance capability.

Apparently, a possible way to obtain a NF-resistant diversity receiver for multipath 

channels is to employ a RAKE structure where each finger is an MMSE adaptive filter 

instead of a matched filter. Furthermore, by applying the minimum MOE criterion, 

each MMSE detector may be adapted blindly. However, as will be demonstrated,
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the minimum MOE criterion is not readily applicable for multipath channels. This 

observation motivates us to develop a new blind multiuser detector for frequency- 

selective fading channels. The proposed detector consists of a bank of blind adaptive 

filters, each one corresponding to a resolvable path and requiring only information 

about the signature signal and timing of the desired user. The coefficient vector 

of each filter consists of two mutually orthogonal components; one is fixed as the 

decorreiating linear mapping for the corresponding path as if there were no interferers, 

and the other is constrained to be orthogonal to the desired signal subspace but is 

otherwise free to be adapted according to the MMSE criterion. The resulting detector 

is a constrained MMSE detector or a partially decorreiating partially MMSE detector. 

The analysis presented below shows that as the background noise vanishes, the new 

detector is equivalent to the diversity decorreiating detector. Furthermore, the output 

error variance of the proposed detector is between those of the decorreiating detector 

and the MMSE detector. Note, however, that neither the diversity decorreiating 

detector nor the MMSE detector can be adaptively implemented without the need 

for training.

To examine the effect of fading rate on the performance of the proposed detector, 

the detector is interpreted from a bit-rate approach point of view for two extreme 

cases. Results show that the proposed detector may perform differently depending 

on the coherence time of the channel relative to the symbol interval. In general, by 

neglecting the performance loss due to imperfect adaptation, the proposed detector 

offers better performance for slowly fading channels.

The output error of each proposed adaptive filter is shown to be nearly Gaussian. 

As a result, a channel estimator, which essentially resembles the carrier recovery tech

nique for single-user systems [53], can be used to estimate the channel coefficients. 

Having estimated the channel coefficients, a coherent diversity combiner can be em

ployed to demodulate the data bits and hence achieves the largest diversity gain. 

Based on the fact that the output error is nearly Gaussian, a study on the error
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probability and AAflE of the proposed detector is also given.

For the adaptation of the proposed detector, a stochastic algorithm is developed. 

The convergence as well as the output MSE of the algorithm is also studied. The 

results obtained allow us to compare the proposed blind adaptation algorithm with 

the conventional decision-directed least-mean square (LMS) algorithm [54] and clar

ify some issues pertaining to the algorithm’s practical implementations. Simulation 

results show that the proposed detector provides significant performance gain with 

respect to the conventional RAKE receiver, even though the latter assumes perfect 

knowledge of the channel coefihcients of the desired user.

5.2 System M odel

Since a phase ambiguity always exists for a blind adaptive receiver, we consider differ

ential phase-shift-keying (DPSK) modulation with antipodal signaling [11]. That is, 

if information bit n  is the same as bit n — 1, a 4-1 is transmitted at time n; otherwise, 

a —1 is transmitted. Because of the lack of information about interferers, matched 

filters for interferers cannot be constructed and the bit-rate approach is inapplicable. 

Hence, we will take the chip-rate approach. In this case, it is suflScient to consider 

only synchronous transmission as described before. The channel is assumed to be 

a wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) channel with L  resolvable 

paths [30]. Assuming that the channel coefficients are constant during one transmis

sion interval, a channel coefficient vector for the A:th user at the nth transmission 

interval can be defined as Cfc(n) =  [cfc,i(n) ct,2 (n) ••• ct^(n)]^. For the WSSUS 

model, {cfc,j(n)} are mutually uncorrelated random process and their absolute values 

are either Ricean or Rayleigh distributed depending on whether there exists an LOS 

or specular path. The received baseband signal observed at the nth  symbol interval 

can be obtained by letting =  0 for all A: in (2.12) as

yn{t) =  Y ,  V^h{n)YckjL{n)sk[t - { I -  l)/W ] +  z[t) (5.1)
fc=i t=i
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where e&, 6fc(n), Sk{t) denote the energy per bit, the nth bit, and the normalized 

signature signal of user k, respectively, and z{t) is a complex AWGN of zero mean 

and power spectral density Nq/2. In the rest of the chapter, we will assume that 

=  1 for 1 <  A: <  AT since if this is not the case, the amplitudes can always be 

incorporated into channel coefficients. Without loss of generality, we assume that the 

desired user is user I. If we denote the critically sampled versions of Sfc(t), yn{t)-, and 

n{t)  by iV-dimensional column vectors St, y(n), and n, respectively, then (5.1) can 

be expressed as

y(n) =  6i(n)SiCi(n) +  S/(n)by(n) +  n (5.2)

where

Sf(n) =  [S2 C2 (n) S2 C2 (n) • • • SR-Cic(n)] (5.3)

bf(n) =  [Ô2 (n) h{n) ••• bK{n)Y (5.4)

Sfc is an iV X L Toeplitz matrix whose first column is sit and first row is [sfc(l) 0 * • * 0]»

and n  is a complex AWGN vector of zero mean and covariance matrix with

=  iVo/2.

5.3 Linear D etection for Multipath Channels

To facilitate subsequent explanation, we first examine linear multiuser detection from 

a linear filtering point of view. A linear multiuser detector can be viewed as a linear 

time-dependent filter followed by a sampler which samples the output of the filter at 

t  =  nT. For multipath channels, there are two approaches to derive a linear detector 

as described below.

(a) A linear filter is employed to directly detect 6i(n).

(b) Each path signal, Ci,/(n)6i(n), is treated as a random source and estimated by an 

individual filter. Following the filtering, a  diversity combiner is used to obtain 

the decision statistics for 6i(n).
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Since the system model of interest can also be viewed as a CDMA system where 

each user signal, with signature signal SkCk(n) instead of Sk, is transmitted through 

a single-path channel, approach (a) leads to the same linear detectors as those for 

single-path channels [8]-[10]. The linear detectors thus obtained require information 

about the signature signals and the channel coefficients, hence they are difficult to 

implement at a mobile station. For this reason, only Approach (b) will be considered.

For systems of interest, the filters are finite-duration impulse response (FIR) filters 

of length N  and are operated symbol-by-symbol. Consequently, we can drop time 

index n  in the rest of the chapter wherever no confusion will be caused. Assuming 

that a  linear filter with coefficient vector W/ is used for the 1th path, then the sampled 

output of the filter is given by

w f  y  =  w f  S 1C1 6 1  +  w f S [ h [  -t- w f n  (5.5)

5.3.1 Decorreiating Detection

A decorreiating detector seeks to completely eliminate MAI regardless of the presence 

of background noise. Recalling that the 1th decorreiating filter is designated to the 

detection of Ci^bi, from (5.5), this zero-forcing solution can be achieved if

=  Bi (5.6)

where S =  [Si 8^] and ei stands for the 1th coordinate vector with an appropriate 

dimension. IfiV > A '-|-L  — 1, (5.6) has an infinite number of solutions. Among them, 

the minimum norm solution provides the highest SNR and can be found as

Wd.i =  (S^)te, =  SR -'ei (5.7)

where f indicates the Moore-Penrose psuedo-inverse and R  =  S^S is the cross

correlation matrix and is assumed to be positive definite as is the usual case. Denoting

S fS i, S fS /, and S f S r  by R i, R 12, and Rg, respectively, then matrix R  can be
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expressed as

R  = (5.8)
R i R i2

Rfa R2

If Zd,i =  w ^y is the output of the Zth filter and Zd = [zd,i • • * ZdjJ^ is the collection

of the L outputs, it then follows fi'om (5.5) and (5.7) that

Z d=C i6i+nd (5.9)

In (5.9), lid is a Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and covariance matrix

E[ndn^\ =  cr^Fd =  o^(Ri -  R iaRaR^)”  ̂ (5.10)

This means that the zero-forcing solution is obtained at the cost of an increase in

noise power.

Since the noise components in nd are correlated, a noise whitening operator, which 

is the inverse of the Choleslqr factor of Fd, is first applied to Zd. Following the noise 

whitening operator, MRC can then be performed and the output is given by

Vd -  cfFj^Zd (5.11)

Notice that the channel coefficients of the desired user can be estimated from the

outputs of the decorreiating filters, hence they need not be known a priory. The need

for the channel coefficients of the interfering users can be further eliminated by using 

an alternative solution of (5.6), which is given by

Wd,i =  (S")^e, =  SR-'ez (5.12)

where

S =  [Si Sa ••• Si] (5.13)

R  =  S^S (5.14)

This solution leads to the multipath decorreiating detector (MDD) described in Chap

ter 3. However, both solutions given by (5.6) and (5.12) need information about the 

signature signals of all users and hence the corresponding decorreiating detectors are 

difficult to implement at a mobile receiver.
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5.3.2 MMSE Detection

In contrast to the decorreiating detector, the MMSE detector seeks to maximize the 

signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR). For the Ith path, this is achieved by 

minimizing the MSE given by

E[\ci^bi -  w fy p l =  -  2Re{^[ct,j6iwfy]} +  E[\wfy\^] (5.15)

where E  is the expectation operation. The minimizer of the above equation is found 

to be

Wm,i =  F " d (5.16)

where F =  E[yy^] and d =  JF[c* i6iy]. This MMSE detector can be implemented 

in an adaptive way with only knowledge about the timing and signature signal of 

the desired user. However, this implementation has two immediate disadvantages:

(a) The channel coefficients of the desired user has to be estimated to adapt the

detector. The inaccuracy of the estimates, which is of particularly significant during 

the training period, will make the convergence of the detector difficult. As a result, 

a long training period is usually required, (b) The adaptive detector may require 

frequent retraining in a Rayleigh fading channel [52], which is obviously undesirable.

It can be shown that the maximum SINR can be achieved by minimizing the MSE 

in (5.15) subject to

w f  Si6/ =  c (5.17)

for any constant c. Recall that the channel coefficients are assumed to be mutu

ally uncorrelated and thus the constraint in (5.17) implies that the second term in 

the right-hand side of (5.15) is constant. Hence, minimizing MOE subject to the 

constraint in (5.17) is equivalent to maximizing SINR. However, unlike the case of 

single-path channels, the MOE criterion is not readily applicable to multipath chan

nels. In an adaptive implementation, the ensemble average, E, in (5.15) is replaced 

by time average. For a realistic fading channel where detector coefficients may be
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virtually constant over a large number of symbol intervals, the time average of the 

second term at the right-hand side of (5.15) will depend on the projection of wj in 

the desired signal subspace (the space spanned by the columns of Si). In this case, 

minimizing the MOE is no longer equivalent to minimizing the MSE.

5.4 A Blind M ultipath Receiver

5.4.1 Constrained MMSE Detection

As demonstrated in the preceding section, in order to apply the minimum MOE 

criterion, the projection of the filter coefficient vector, Wf, on the desired signal space 

has to be known and fixed in advance. Recalling that the decorreiating detector is NF 

resistant and its coefficient vector is independent of Ci, it is, therefore, reasonable to 

fix the projection of w/ on the desired signal subspace as that of If we introduce 

the projection operator as

P  =  SxRr^Sf (5.18)

which projects a vector onto the space spanned by the columns of S f , then, from 

(5.7), we have

Pwd,i =  S iR r'e i (5.19)

Hence, instead of minimizing MSE over all possible W/, we impose a constraint that 

Wi be of the form

Wf =  SiRf'-ei +  Xf (5.20)

where xj satisfies the equation

x f  Si =  0 (5.21)

and is a steering vector to be optimized. The minimizer of (5.15) subject to the

constraint in (5.20) and (5.21) constitutes a new detector, which will be referred to
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as the constrained MMSE (CMMSE) detector. Substituting (5.20) and (5.21) into 

(5.5), we have

E[c\jb iw fy\ = 2E\\cij\^\ (5.22)

Note that the above equation holds for both ensemble average and time average. 

Hence, minimizing (5.15) subject to (5.20) and (5.21) is equivalent to minimizing

E[\wfy\^] = £?[|(SiRf +  x i )^y f ]  (5.23)

This shows that under the constraints in (5.20) and(5.21), minimizing MOE is equiv

alent to minimizing MSE. As a consequence, the CMMSE detector can be adapted 

without the need for training. By using the Lagrange multipliers, the minimizer w/ 

of (5.23) can be found as

Wi =  r - ^ S i ( S f r - 'S i ) - 'e t  (5.24)

It follows that the MOE of the adaptive filter is given by

Ml =  E [ |^ r |^ ]  =  e f  (S f r - 'S i) ~ 'e ,  (5.25)

Evidently, the CMMSE detector completely eliminates self-interference due to 

multiple paths and minimizes background noise plus MUI from interferers. Hence the 

proposed detector is a combined decorreiating and MMSE detector. As a m atter of 

fact, the following proposition applies:

Proposition 5.1: Both the MMSE detector and the CMMSE detector converge 

to the decorreiating detector as the background noise vanishes (<r̂  0).

P roof As the background noise vanishes, the only impairment is MUI. Conse

quently, minimizing SINR is equivalent to minimizing MUI. This implies that the 

MMSE detector and the decorreiating detector tend to be identical as 0. Since 

the projections of wj and on the signal subspace are equal and xi(n) minimizes 

SINR, the CMMSE detector also converges to the decorreiating detector as the back

ground noise vanishes. ■
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As in the case of the decorreiating and MMSE multiuser detectors, Proposition 5.1 

implies that the CMMSE detector is NF resistant. On comparing the CMMSE de

tector with the decorreiating and the MMSE detectors when background noise exists, 

we have the following proposition:

P roposition  5.2: The output SINR of the CMMSE detector is lower than or 

equal to the output SINR of the MMSE, but is higher than the output SNR of the 

decorreiating detector.

P ro o f  The CMMSE detector is obtained as a suboptimal solution of (5.15) and 

hence its output SINR cannot be higher than that of the MMSE. At the output of 

the decorreiating detector, only the variance of AWGN needs to be considered since 

there is no MUI, which can be found from (5.10) and (5.8) as

=  a^e flR i -  R i2 R ^ 'R ^ ]- 'e , (5.26)

Substituting (5.22) and (5.25) into (5.15), we obtain the MSE at the output of the 

CMMSE detector as

=  a^ef {Ri -  Ri2[R2 +  (5.27)

Comparing (5.26) with (5.27), we can see that the MSE at the output of the BM 

detector is smaller than the average energy of the output noise of the decorreiating 

detector. This proves the proposition. ■

It is worthwhile to note that in parallel with the work reported here, another 

blind multiuser detector named orthogonally anchored MMSE (OAMMSE) detector 

was developed by Huang and Verdu [55]. In the OAMMSE detector, the L adaptive 

filters were used with each anchored on a coordinate of an orthonormal basis of the 

signal subspace, i.e., X i(n) =  d( with d; as a coordinate. Because of the orthogonality 

among coordinates, m in im iz ing  MMSE is equivalent to m inim izing  MOE and the 

adaptive filters can be adapted blindly. However, the projection of the received signal
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on each, coordinate will contain the contributions &om all paths. As a consequence, 

the outputs of the adaptive filters will no longer be uncorrelated thereby resulting in 

difficulties in diversity combining. For instance, selective combining, which is simple 

but quite effective whenever the channel coefficients can be constantly monitored, 

and maximum-ratio combining, which is the optimal combining scheme, cannot be 

employed in OAMMSE in a direct manner [30].

5.4.2 Effect of Fading

Since the ensemble average, E, must be approximated by the time average, the re

sulting coefficient vector will depend on the varying rate of {c*,((n)} with respect to 

n. Stated in another way, depending on the coherence time of the channel relative to 

the symbol interval, the adaptive detector can perform differently. To examine the 

effect of channel fading on the performance of the detector, an alternative interpre

tation of the detector will be useful. The proposed detector was developed from a 

chip-rate approach. This approach is convenient for developing an adaptive detector 

that will directly work on the received signal. On the other hand, an interpretation 

of a detector in terms of a linear mapping applied to the outputs of matched filters 

provides us more insight to the performance of the detector. In this subsection, we 

will interpret the proposed detector from a bit-rate point of view and examine the 

effect of time varying rate of the channel on performance.

Note that, in practice, the coefficient vector of an adaptive detector is a random 

process due to adaptation. In what follows, we will refer the coefficient vector as the 

expectation of the coefficient vector. We consider two extreme cases:

•  The channel fading is essentially static within a large number of symbol intervals 

such that the detector can perfectly track the channel variation and achieve the 

best performance for each set of instantaneous channel coefficients, and

•  the channel fading is sufficiently fast such that the detector cannot track the 

channel variation but the long-term average behavior of the channel.
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A practical situation always lies in between of the above two extreme cases.

For the first case, the coefficient vector of the CMMSE detector is given by (5.24) 

with

r  =  SiC icf Si -1- S fS f 4- a^I (5.28)

Note that matrix F in this case is time-dependent even though it varies slowly. In 

order to interpret the detector firom a bit-rate point of view, we need to represent the 

coefficient vector by cross-correlations among signature signals. In Appendix E, it is 

shown that (5.24) with F given by (5.28) can be expressed as

wi =  S(R  4- (T^Di)-^ei (5.29)

where D i is a (L -4- /iT — I) x  (Z, -4- AT — 1) diagonal matrix whose first L diagonal 

entries are zeros and the remaining diagonal entries are ones. Similarly, (5.16) can be 

rewritten as

=  S(R  4- o-^I)“ ê{ (5.30)

Comparing (5.7), (5.29), and (5.30), we can see that the three coefficient vectors difier 

from each other only in the associated inverse matrices. If the information about the 

interferers is available, then the detection can be carried out through the bit-rate

approach with two steps: First the matrix S is applied and then the corresponding

inverse matrix is applied. By (5.4), each column of matrix Sf is a  composite signature 

signal weighted by the amplitude associated with an interférer. Hence, the first step 

can be accomplished by a set of RAKE receivers with each dedicated to an interférer. 

The detector implemented through the bit-rate approach with the coefficient vector 

given by (5.29) will be referred to as the Rake Constrained MMSE  (R-CMMSE) 

detector. The block diagram of the R-CMMSE detector is shown in Fig. 5.1.

For the second extreme case, since the channel is assumed to be wide-sense sta

tionary, the correlation matrix of the received signal in (5.25) is a constant and is
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RAKER Receiver

User 2

RAKER Receiver

UserK
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Matched to 
Sifi)

1-1

given by

where

F igure 5.1. A block diagram of the R-CMMSE detector.

r(n ) =  r  =  S iW iS f +  SfW fSf +  a^l

S/ =  [S2  S3  • • • Sfr]

W f =  diag{W2 W 3 • • • W/i:}

Wfc =  diag{F[lcfc,i(n)p F[|cfc,2(n)p] •••

(5.31)

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

As for the proof given in Appendix E, it can be shown that (5.24) with F  given by 

(5.31) becomes

wj =  W{(n) =  S(R +  £7̂ 0 2 ) êt (5.35)
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where R  is given by (5.14) and Da is a KL x KL diagonal matrix whose first L 

diagonal entries are zeros and the remaining diagonal entries are ones. In this case, 

(5.16) becomes

=S(R .4-cr^I) '■ei (5.36)

Comparing (5.12), (5.35), and (5.36), we can see again that the three coefiScient 

vectors differ from each other only in the corresponding linear mappings applied to the 

matched-filter outputs. The detector implemented through the bit-rate approach with 

the coefficient vector given by (5.35) will be referred to as the multipath constrained 

MMSE (M-CMMSE) detector; its block diagram is illustrated in Fig. 5.2.

MFRs for user 1

Output 1

Output L

yft)

MFRs for user fC

Matched to 
s,[t-(L-I)/W]

Matched to 
Si(0

Matched to
Sf [̂t-(L-l)/W]

Matched to 
s^(t)

Figure 5.2. A block diagram of the M-CMMSE detector.

In the two extreme cases, an adaptively implemented CMMSE detector will con

verge to either the R-CMMSE detector or the M-CMMSE detector. On comparing 

the performance of the two detectors, the following proposition can be stated:
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P roposition  5.3: The output SINR of the R-CMMSE detector is greater than 

or equal to that of the M-CMMSE.

P ro o f The proof is omitted since it is similar to that in the comparison of the 

RAKE decorreiating detector (RDD) and MDD in Appendix D. ■

Proposition 5.3 shows that the CMMSE detector yields better performance when 

the channel fading is slow. Neglecting the performance loss due to imperfect adap

tation, the performance of the proposed detector will decrease from that of the R- 

CMMSE detector to that of the M-CMMSE detector as the channel varying rate 

increases.

An alternative way to examine the effect of fading on performance is to consider the 

steady-state excess MSE of an adaptation algorithm in a nonstationary environment 

[56]. From this point of view, the performance loss due to fading is regarded as 

caused by the imperfect adaptation. Hence, we will only consider the first extreme 

case before we discuss the blind adaptation. The performance index thus obtained 

will serve as an upper bound for the performance of the proposed detector in practice.

5.5 Diversity Combining and Channel Estimation

5.5.1 Maximal Ratio Combining

Having obtained the outputs of the L  adaptive filters, the decision statistics can then 

be evaluated by using one of existing diversity combining schemes [30]. For the prob

lem at hand, we will only consider maximal-ratio combining (MRC). In order for the 

application of MRC, channel coefficients must be accurately estimated. Since the MUI 

at the outputs of the CMMSE adaptive filters is largely suppressed, estimating the 

channel coefficients becomes much easier than directly estimating from the received 

signal. As will be shown, a simple channel estimator can provide fairly accurate esti

mation when channel fading is relatively slow. MRC is optimal only when the output
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noise of the L adaptive filters are Gaussian. As a matter of fact, in this case MRC 

results in a maximum-likelihood receiver [30]. In order to show that MRC is nearly 

optimal when used in conjunction with the proposed detector, we first examine the 

output of the CMMSE detector.

The statistic properties of the MMSE output were intensively studied in [43]. It 

was found that when the user number is large, the output of the MMSE detector 

is fairly Gaussian. Since the CMMSE detector is partially a decorreiating detector 

and partially an MMSE detector, the amount of MUI at the CMMSE output can 

be shown to be less than that at the MMSE output while the Gaussian noise at the 

CMMSE output is more than that at the MMSE output. Consequently, the output of 

the CMMSE detector is also close to Gaussian when the number of users is large. In 

what follows, we take another approach to show that the CMMSE outputs are nearly 

Gaussian regardless of the number of users.

By (5.5) and (5.29), the output of the Ith adaptive filter can be expressed as

zi =  Ci,i6i + ni + Il (5.37)

where n/ is a Gaussian noise term and Ii is the residual MUI. Denoting the variance 

or average energy of the Gaussian noise as VÇ,,/ (i.e., =  E[|n(,,(|^]) and the average

energy of the residual MUI as Vf î (i.e., =  E"[|f)p]). Comparing and we

have the following proposition:

P ro p o sitio n  5.4: If 6 i be the angle of SiCj relative to the interference subspace 

spanned by SiC» for i ^ l  and columns of Sf, then we have

—^ >  tan^ 9i (5.38)

P ro o f In Proposition 5.2, we have shown that

Vn,i + Vr,i = J ^ < V f ^  (5.39)
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From (5.7) and (5.26), can be rewritten as

where

Sf =  [ 8 1 6 2  —  St.6 {_i SiCj+i • ' • Siet, Sf] (5.41)

Since Sf (S fS[ )~^Sf  is the operation that projects a vector onto the interference

subspace spanned by coulmns of S/, (5.38) and (5.40) imply that

^  ' ^  l-c o s^ S , “
It can be readily verified that

(5.43)

Combining (5.42) and (5.43), we have (5.38). ■

Proposition 5.4 shows that once 9t > tt/4, Gaussian noise dominates the MUI at 

the output of CMMSE detector. This proposition also holds for the MMSE detector. 

Note that 61 serves as an indicator of the cross-correlation properties among signature 

signals. If the cross-correlations among signature signals are small or, equivalently, 

61 is large, then Vn îfVi î will be large. In cases where Gold codes of length 127 are 

used, 61 for any I is usually close to tt/2  and the resulting lower bound for Vnj/Vi^i 

is greater than 5. Hence, even if the number of users is small and the central limit 

theorem does not apply to the output MUI, the output error is still approximately 

Gaussian.

If z =  [zi Z2 * "  then the foregoing analysis implies that z can be expressed

as

z =  C161 -I- n  (5.44)

where n  is approximately a Gaussian noise term with zero mean and covariance matrix 

E[nn^] =  a^F

=  -  R i2 (R 2 +  c r 'l)-^R ^]- ' (5.45)
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Since n is not white, a noise whitening operator needs to be applied to z before 

MRC. The noise whitening operator, T ~ ^  is obtained by performing the Cholesky 

decomposition P =  T ^ T . After the noise whitening operation, we have

z =  T-^Ci6i +  T " ^ n  (5.46)

&̂ [RC can then be performed and the output is given by

V  =  c f  T -^z =  c f  F"^z (5.47)

From (5.47), knowledge of Ci and F  is required before MRC can be performed. Since 

F  can be easily estimated &om previous desicion outputs or simply approximated 

as d iag[.^“‘ • • • when cross-correlations among signature signals are small, we 

only discuss the estimation of channel coefficients in the sequel.

5.5.2 Channel Estimation

The use of a channel estimator is motivated by the potential performance improve

ment of coherent combining as compared to noncoherent combining. Since the output 

of the adaptive filter can be well approximated as Gaussian, the techniques used for 

channel estimation in single user systems can also be used here. When the fading 

processes are Markov processes, the optimal channel estimator is a Kalman filter. 

Under the assumption that the fading process is wide-sense stationary, an MMSE 

estimator, which is asymptotically equivalent to the Kalman filter, can be used for 

each path independently. Let the autocorrelation function of the ith fading process 

be R c{t ).  The coefficients of a pth-order MMSE estimator can be derived as

a = ( R c  +  J T “I ) " 'v  (5.48)

where Rg is a p x p matrix with the {i , j)th entry as

R ^ { i , j ) = R c { i T - j T )  (5.49)
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and V is a vector of length p whose zth entry is u* =  Rc{—iT). The channel coefficients 

a t time n can then be estimated as

ci,i(n) =  53aiCi,/(n -  p) (5.50)
1=1

where Cij{n) =  bi(n)zi(n). The MSE of this estimator is given by

Pi =  Rc(0) -  v ^ a  (5-51)

For the WSSUS model, the autocorrelation function of the fading process is given by

=  ^E[Ic,j IV o(2t / jt) (5.52)

where fa is the Doppler shift and Jo is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first

kind. The order of the estimator can be determined by examining the singular values

of the corresponding Re- It was found that an order of 2 or 3 is usually sufficient. 

After MRC, the information bit a t time n is estimated as

6i(n) =  sign[6i(n — l)u(n)] (5.53)

Note that this decision scheme is difierent firom the conventional noncoherent decision 

scheme for DPSK modulated signal. If we assume that there is only one resolvable 

path (i.e., L =  1) and the channel estimator is of order 1, then (5.53) becomes

S x ( n )  =  sign[u^(n — l)u(n)] (5.54)

which is the conventional decision scheme for DPSK. For firequency-nonselective chan

nels, this noncoherent DPSK modulation-démodulation results in about a 3-dB per

formance loss as compared with BPSK modulation-démodulation. The performance 

loss can be larger for firequency-selective channels because MRC is not applicable. 

Evidently, performance gain can be achieved by using the channel estimator with an 

order higher than I, In fact, if we assume that the channel coefficients and bi(n — 1) 

are estimated without error, then the decision scheme given by (5.53) yields a BER 

as if BPSK modulation and optimal combining were used.

In summary, the CMMSE detector can be implemented using the structure illus

trated in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. Block diagram of the proposed blind multipath receiver.

5.6 Error Probability and Asymptotic Multiuser 

Efficiency

In this section, we study the error probability and AME of the proposed CMMSE 

under the assumption that channel coefficients are estimated without error. In this 

case, the conditional error probability of the proposed detector can be found from 

(5.44), (5.47), and (5.53) as

^ ( c i )  =  Q (5.55)

The uncoditional probability can then be obtained by averaging the conditional error 

probability over the probability density function of cf^F'^Ci. Note that

L
E[cfF-'ci]=tr[F-'EJ =  $;Ai (5.56)

/=i

where Xi is a distinct eigenvalue of F “ ^Ec and Ec =  E[cicf^]. We now define L statis

tically independent random processes, 1 < L}, that are chi-squared distributed 

with two degrees of fireedom. That is

p i r n )  =
li

(5.57)
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where Ÿf =  Hence the probability density function of c f F “ ^Ci/a^ can be found 

as [1 1 ]

p (c f  F"^Ci/<7^) =  ( 5  5 8 )
i=i7t

where

L
=  n  (5-59)

Averaging the conditional error probability in (5.55) over the density function in 

(5.58), we obtain

L

/ = !  ^
1 -  I

1+ 7 /

In practice where 7 / 1, the error probability can be approximated as [11]

(5-60)

(2 1 ^ 1) 1 1 ^  (5-61)

Denoting Af as an distinct eigenvalue of Sc/o^, an input geometric mean SNR can 

be defined as

/ L \  Vf:
7 e =  m ?  (5.62)

Since

L
%%7 ( =  det(F (5.63)
1=1

Eq. (5.61) can be expressed as

P  «  U i z ü è û z r  (S.64)

where

A =  (2 1 ; - 1) ^  (5-65)
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As another important indicator of performance, the AME characterizes perfor

mance loss of a detector caused by MUI in a vanishing noise case relative to the

optimal detector in the absence of MUI, For frequency-selective channels, the AME

of a detector is defined as [26]

T] = lim — (5.66)

where % is the input geometric mean SNR required by the optimal detector in the 

absence of MUI to achieve the same performance as that of the detector of inter

est. For a single-user frequency-selective channel, the optimal receiver is the RAKE 

receiver and the resulting decision statistic can be found as

dr =  o f  RiCifti -I- Ur (5.67)

where tv is a Gaussian noise term with zero-mean and variance cf^Rci. Following the 

same procedure as above, the unconditional error probabiHty of the RAKE receiver 

can be deduced as

where 7  ̂ is also given by (5.62) with Ci replaced by the coefficient vector of the 

sigle-user multipath channel. Letting P  =  Pr, then (5.64), (5.66), and (5.68) lead to

'd e t(R i-R i2 R j^ R ^ ) '''/^7J = (5.69)det(R i)

5.7 Blind Adaptation

In order to obtain an adaptation rule, we extend the stochastic gradient algorithm 

proposed in [23] to the problem at hand. For the Zth path, the adaptation rule can

be obtained from (5.5), (5.20), and (5.21) as

zi{n) =  wf^(Ti — l)y(n) (5.70)

Wi(n) =  w/(n -  1) — tiP^y{n)z*i{n) (5.71)
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where /i is the step-size parameter controlling the adaptation speed and stability of 

the adaptive filter, and =  I  — P  is the projection operator that projects a vector 

onto the null space of Si. Since Wf(n) is not equal to W{(n) in general, the MSE of 

the adaptive filter is no longer given by (5.24).

In what follows, we examine the behavior of this blind adaptive filter. To simplify 

the analysis, we assume that the channel is time invariant. Thus, F(n} and Wi(n) are 

independent of n so that we can drop the time index n. Defining the coefficient error 

as

et(n) =  wj(n) -  wj (5.72)

the MSE of the blind adaptive filter can be expressed as

M n ) = J T ^ - { - j r { n )  (5.73)

where

J f { n )  = ei{n)"Tei{n) (5.74)

Since P-^ei(n) =  ei(n), (5.74) leads to

E[Jrin)] =  E[ei(n)"p-^rP-"ei(n)]

=  tv{P-^TP^E[efin)eiin)]} (5.75)

Now a coordinate rotation operator can be defined by means of the singular value 

decomposition of P ^T P ^ , i.e,

P ^ r P ^  =  QAQ^ (5.76)

where Q is unitary and A is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the eigen

values of P ^ rP ^  Defining the covariance matrix of the rotated coefficient error 

as

Ki(n) =  E[Q^g^(n)ei(n)Q] (5.77)

we obtain

E[J^{n)] =  tr[AKi(n)] (5.78)
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In Appendix F, it is shown that

K lin  + 1 ) «  Klin) +  ^^Atr[AKf(n)] — ^K((n)A

-fiA K iin)  +  ix^MiA. (5.79)

If diin) is the zth diagonal entry of Ki(n) and

d(n) =  [di(n) • • * (5.80)

then (5.79) implies that

d(n +1) =  Bd(n) +  fx^MiX (5.81)

where

B =  I  +  -  2fxA (5.82)

A =  diag A (5.83)

Since the diflEerence equation (5.81) is exactly the same as that for the conventional 

least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm, it follows from [54] that the adaptive filter de

scribed in (5.71) and (5.71) is convergent in the mean square if and only if

Notice that tr(A) is equal to tr(P-‘-rP-^), which is the total energy of the input signal 

in the null space of S^. The steady-state excess MSE can be derived as

where JWj is given by (5.25).

Let us now compare this blind adaptation algorithm with the conventional decision- 

directed LMS algorithm for the adaptation of the MMSE detector. The steady-state 

MSE of the LMS algorithm is given by [54]

+  (5-86)
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where is the steady-state excess MSE of the LMS algorithm given by

When the user signature signals are nearly orthogonal, as is often encountered in 

practice, the minimum output MSE of the MMSE detector, can be accurately 

approximated by Since Mi is usually much larger than J ^ ,  by (5.85) and 

(5.87), the blind adaptation algorithm is noisier as compared with the LMS algorithm. 

However, if /x is small, the values of Çi and Ji will be dominated by the first terms in the 

right-hand sides of (5.73) and (5.86), respectively, and their difference will be small. 

Notice that the results stated in (5.86) and (5.87) for the LMS algorithm were obtained 

under the assumption of perfect decision feedback. In practice, the performance of 

the LMS algorithm can be even worse than that of the blind adaptation algorithm 

due to the possibility of incorrect decision feedback. In summary, if the fading is 

slow such that a small fi is preferred, the blind adaptation algorithm can be used 

throughout the data transmission; on the other hand, if a large fi has to be used, 

the adaptive filter should switch from blind mode to decision-directed mode once the 

filter is close to its steady state.

5.8 Numerical Examples

Extensive simulations have been conducted to study the behavior of the blind adap

tation algorithm and evaluate the performance of the proposed detector. In all sim

ulations, there were 9 interfering users, each had an energy 10 dB higher than the 

energy of the desired user; the signature signals with a rectangular chip waveform 

were selected from a family of 127-chip Gold code, and the Rayleigh fading channel 

was simulated by using the method proposed in [42].

We first compare the blind adaptation algorithm with the conventional LMS algo

rithm for time-invariant channels. Illustrated in Fig. 5.4 are learning curves for these 

two algorithms. The learning curves for the LMS algorithm were obtained under the
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assumption of perfect decision feedback. As is expected, the MSE of the LMS algo

rithm is always smaller than that of the blind adaptation algorithm; the difierence 

in their MSB's is quite small when /z is small (i.e., fi/trlj!) < 0.1), and becomes 

significant when a large n  is used.

We now examine the performance of the proposed detector. The bit-error rate 

versus SNR of the proposed detector under two fading environments is shown in 

Fig. 5.0. In the first fading environment, all users were assumed to be moving at a 

speed of 96 km/hour which corresponds to a Doppler shift of f i  =  80 Hz; in the second 

fading environments, a speed of 20 km/hour {fi  =  16 Hz) was assumed. In order to 

clarify the efiect of imperfect channel estimation, the performance of the proposed 

detector under the assumption of perfect channel estimation is also presented. As 

expected, the HER of the proposed detector is reduced as the user speed is reduced. 

The effect of imperfect channel estimation is also clear from the figure: Since the 

normalized variance of the channel estimation error will converge to the variance of 

the excitation noise of the Markov channel model as SNR increases, an error floor is 

imposed on the performance of the detector. For comparison, the performance of the 

RAKE receiver is also illustrated in the figure. As can be seen from the figure, even 

though the channel coefficients were assumed to be known to the RAKE receiver, 

its performance is still poor and does not show significant improvement as the SNR 

increases since the performance of the RAKE receiver is MUI limited.
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5.9 Conclusions

The linear multiuser detector was examined from a linear filtering point of view. It 

has been shown that for frequency-selective fading channels, both the decorrelating 

detector and the MMSE detector require information that may not be available at 

the mobile receiver. Motivated by this observation, we have developed a new linear 

multiuser detector. The proposed detector is a constrained MMSE detector that 

allows a blind adaptation. Consequently, only information about the signature and 

timing of the desired user is required. It has been shown that the proposed detector 

has comparable performance as that of the decorrelating and MMSE detectors. As 

a matter of fact, the proposed detector, the decorrelating detector, and the MMSE 

detector tend to be identical as the noise vanishes.

The proposed detector was also interpreted from a bit-rate approach point of view. 

Based on this interpretation, the efiect of fading on performance has been examined 

for two extreme cases. The output error of the proposed detector has been shown to 

be nearly Gaussian regardless of the number of users. This observation motivated us 

to develop a channel estimator. The estimates of channel coefficients enable the use 

of an MFR thereby resulting a coherent diversity combining and decision. A study 

on the error probability and the AME of the proposed detector have been conducted.

For the adaptation of the proposed detector, a stochastic gradient algorithm has 

been proposed. A study of the output MSE and the stability condition of the blind 

adaptation rule has been conducted to clarify several implementation issues. Simula

tions have been carried out to examine the performance of the proposed detector and 

the learning characteristics of the proposed blind adaptation algorithm as compared 

to the characteristics of the conventional LMS algorithm for trained MMSE multiuser 

detector.
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Ik k U

F ig u re  5.4. Learning curves for the blind adaptation algorithm and the LMS al

gorithm for multiuser detection in static frequency-selective fading channels, where 

jmtn =  y :ILi and V  = Z L i M"*-
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

We have developed three multiuser detectors for different application scenarios. The 

overlapping window decorrelating (OWD) and constrained minimum-BER (CMBER) 

detectors are designed to jointly detect all user signals in a system and, therefore, are 

suitable for base stations. On the other hand, the CMMSE detector is aimed at 

mobile stations where only one user is of interest.

6.1.1 OWD Detector

In Chapter 3, our attention was focused on mobile stations where information about 

signature signals and the timing of all active users is available. We first compared 

two design approaches for multiuser detection at mobile stations where user signals 

usually arrive asynchronously. One approach is to employ a bank of matched filter- 

receivers (MFRs) followed by a linear mapping performed at symbol rate. The other 

approach is to apply a linear mapping directly to the received signal at chip rate. 

Although both approaches lead to exact decorrelating solutions, it has been shown 

that the ideal infinite-duration impulse response (IIR) decorrelating detector based on 

the bit-rate approach always outperforms an exact finite-duration impulse response 

(FIR) decorrelating detector obtained using the chip-rate approach. It has also been 

shown that the bit-rate approach can lead to a simpler implementation although
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the algorithms derived from both approaches involve the same problems of window- 

length determination and inversion of a matrix of large size. Next, we have proposed 

the OWD detector based on the bit-rate approach, where the multiuser interference 

(MUI) at the left edge of a working window is eliminated by decision feedback and 

the MUI at the right edge is treated as Gaussian noise. By exploiting the block tri

diagonal structure of the cross-correlation matrix of the signature signals, algorithms 

for updating and user detection with much reduced computational complexity have 

been developed.

In order to control the right-edge MUI, a study on the ideal decorrelating detector 

was presented. The results obtained include a necessary and sufficient condition for 

the stability of the detector and the decay rate of its impulse response (IR), which 

were both given in terms of the Cholesky factors of the system cross-correlation ma

trix. These results constitute an important contribution of the dissertation, not only 

because they facilitate window-length determination for the OWD detector but also 

because they shed light on linear multiuser detection for asynchronous transmission 

as a whole. For instance, the decay rate of the decorrelating IR can be used to deter

mine the window length of an FIR decorrelating detector to trade off complexity with 

performance. Due to the similarity of the MMSE and decorrelating linear mappings, 

the decay rate obtained can also be used to guide the implementation of the MMSE 

detector. Based on these results, an algorithm for window-length determination for 

an OWD detector with a given NF situation has been developed. The proposed 

OWD detector was further extended to Rayleigh fading channels and two methods 

for combining multiuser detection and diversity reception were examined.

6.1.2 CMBER Detector

In Chapter 4, we have developed the CMBER detector which is linear and minimizes 

the BER function subject to a set of convex constraints. It has been shown that (a) 

if the set defined by the imposed constraints is not empty, the BER function has a
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unique minimizer; and (b) once the decorrelating detector exists, the set defined by 

the constraints is not empty and the resulting detector outperforms the decorrelating 

detector. Because of the constraints added, the proposed detector cannot be shown 

to be always optimal among linear detectors. However, analysis and computer sim

ulations have demonstrated that the proposed detector achieves the optimal linear 

solution for most realistic cases. Taking advantage of the uniqueness of the solution, 

we developed a Newton barrier method to solve the constrained optimization problem. 

For the optimization problem at hand, the proposed method is much more efficient 

than the popular sequential quadratic programming method. Numerical examples 

have demonstrated that the performance gain of the proposed detector over those of 

the decorrelating and minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) detectors can be quite 

significant.

Even though the CMBER detector needs information about timing, amplitudes, 

and signature signals of all users, the idea and results described in Chapter 4 are 

useful for an adaptive implementation that requires no knowledge of the interferers.

6.1.3 CMMSE Detector

In Chapter 5, we focused our attention on the detector design of multiuser detectors 

for mobile stations. Since the information about interferers is unknown at mobile 

stations, an adaptive implementation is preferable. For firequency-selective multipath 

channels, we proposed to employ a bank of filters with each filter resolving one path 

signal. We also proposed to decompose the coefficient vector of each filter into two 

orthogonal components: One is in the signal space and orthogonal to all other delayed 

versions of the signature signal of the desired user, and the other is orthogonal to the 

signal space and free to be adapted based on the mean-squared error (MSE) criterion. 

The outputs of the filters have been shown to be nearly Gaussian. This, along with 

a proposed channel estimator, allows us to directly employ a maximal-ratio combiner 

(MRC) to obtain the decision statistics. It has also been shown that because of the
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decomposition of the filter coefficient vector, minimizing the MSE is equivalent to 

minimizing the output energy. Consequently, we were able to develop a stochastic 

algorithm for blind adaptation of the filters. The convergence as well as the output 

MSE of the algorithm were studied. The results obtained were compared with the 

characteristics of the well-known least-mean square (LMS) algorithm.

The effects of the fading rate on the performance of the proposed CMMSE detector 

was examined by interpreting the detector from a bit-rate approach point of view. 

This interpretation allows one to directly compare the proposed CMMSE detector 

with the ROD and MDD described in Chapter 3. It is evident from this interpretation 

that the proposed detector outperforms the ROD detector in a sufficiently slowly 

varying channel and the MDD in a fast varying channel. The unconditional error 

probability as well as the AME of the proposed detector were also given, showing 

that the proposed detector is NF resistant.

6.1.4 Comparisons of Proposed Detectors

All the three proposed detectors are worst-case optimal linear detectors that signifi

cantly outperform the conventional MFR or RAKE. Their computational complexity 

is linear with the number of users. Both the OWD and CMBER detectors need in

formation about all the active users in a system. On the other hand, the CMMSE 

detector does not need information about interferers. Hence, the OWD and CMBER 

detectors are targeted for base stations while the CMMSE detector is aimed at mobile 

stations.

One might ask whether one should chose the OWD detector or the CMBER de

tector for a base station. The answer depends on the complexity and performance 

tradeoff of the two detectors. If the coefficients of the detectors are known, the compu

tations required by user detection in the OWD and CMBER detectors are comparable. 

However, for a system with a large number of users, the computational complexity 

of obtaining the CMBER detector coefficients is much higher. Furthermore, the per-
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formance gain of the CMBER detector with respect to that of the OWD detector 

becomes insignificant as the number of users increases. These factors clearly make 

the 0WT3 detector the preferred choice for a system with a large number of users. On 

the other hand, it is preferable to use the CMBER detector for a system with a small 

number of users. For example, for the TDD mode of the wideband-CDMA proposal 

[58] where at most 16 users exist in one time-slot, the CMBER detector becomes a 

sensible choice.

6.2 Future Work

Two future research topics can be immediately identified as a continuation of the 

work in this thesis:

•  One can attempt to improve the CMBER detector. In the proposed CMBER 

criterion, the number of constraints grows exponentially with the number of 

active users. For a system with a large number of users, the amount of compu

tation required in checking all the constraints is large. A promising approach 

to solve this problem is to reduce the number of constraints by utilizing the 

properties of the BER cost function. Based on our preliminary studies, it was 

found that, given a good initial point, most of the constraints remain inactive. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the same solution can be reached 

by solving an equivalent minimization problem with a much reduced number 

of constraints. As mentioned before, it is also possible to derive an adaptive 

multiuser detector based on the results obtained for CMBER detector. Even 

though identifying the convergence region defined by the constraints in (4.8) 

needs information about interferers, yet it is possible to find a convergence re

gion that is approximately the same as or is included in the proposed region 

without knowledge of interferers.

•  With the advent of multimedia communications, future CDMA systems will be
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multirate with multiple spreading factors, e.g., the wideband-CDMA system

[58]. In such a system, the proposed OWD and CMBER detectors work equally 

well as in a single-rate system, except that each high-rate user must be treated 

as several virtual users as described in Sec. 3.3.1. However, the extension of 

existing adaptive detectors into multirate systems is not trivial. This is because 

the period of the second-order statistics of the signal is no longer the symbol 

rate. Instead, it is the lowest symbol rate allowed in the system. If the symbol 

rate of the desired user is M  times the lowest symbol rate in the system, then an 

immediate solution is to use M  adaptive filters for AWGN channels with each 

adapted for every M  symbols in a round-robin fashion. Several questions may 

arise in such a scenario: (a) Is there a way to jointly adapt these filters? (b) Is 

there an eflBcient way to combine adaptation with e n d in g ?  (c) Is there a more 

computationally efficient approach? These questions need to be addressed in 

the development of adaptive multiuser detectors for multirate CDMA systems.
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Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 3.1

Assume that there exists an exact zero-forcing solution for a window length n, then 

the associated cross-correlation matrix is positive definite. Denote the cross

correlation matrix associated with a  window length n 4- 1 as R„+i, then it follows 

firom (3.1)that

Rri+l —

- 0 0 0
Rn 0 y T4- 0 Xi
0 0

0 Y Xg

(A-1)

For an arbitrary column vector a  of length K{n + 2) — 1, we partition it into

a = [ a T a i ’f  (A.2)

where and ag are of length A (n -M) — 1 and K, respectively. It then follows fi-om 

(A.l) that

a'^R n+ia =  a [R „ a i +  [a^  a ^ ]R i[a ^

=  a^R^ai 4- a^Xiaig 4- 2a^Yaxg 4- a^Xgag (A3)

where a%g is the vector consisting of the last K  — 1 entries of a i. Using the fact that 

Rn is positive definite and R i is positive semidefinite, it can be verified firom (A.3) 

that a^Rm+ia > 0 for any given nonzero a. Therefore, Rn+i is positive definite and 

there exists an exact zero-forcing solution for a window length n 4 -l. It can be readily 

deduced that if an exact zero-forcing solution exists for a window length n, then it
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exists for any other window length M  > n. This in conjunction with the fact that Ri 

in (3.6) is the cross-correlation matrix associated with a window length 1 completes 

the proof.
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Appendix B

Proof of The Fact Used in

Proposition 3.2

Remember we need to prove that if the matrix obtained by replacing a principle 

matrix of a positive matrix A  by the difference between the principle matrix and 

another positive definite matrix B  is positive (semi) definite, then subtracting the 

corresponding principle matrix of A~^ from B “  ̂ results in a positive (semi)definite 

matrix.

In the sequel, we will use the notation A  X B  or A  X B  to indicate that A  — B  
is positive definite or positive semidefinite.

Since the set of positive definite matrices is closed under permutation congruence 

[35], we may assume that

A  = A ll A 12 

A ^  Ag
(B.l)

1̂2 ■«■22

and the principle submatrix of concern is A n -  Since

A  = A ll ~  B Ai2 

A ^  A 22

is positive (semi) definite, we have [35]

(B.2)

A l l  — B  >- A i 2 A g ^ A ^ (B.3)
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or, equivalently,

A u - A i2 A ^ A ^  X B (B.4)

Since the left-hand side of (B.4) is the inverse of the principle submatrix of A “ *̂

corresponding to A n , the principle submatrix of A “  ̂is smaller than or equal to B~^

[35].
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Convergence of K,

For systems with time-invariant correlations, (3.22) implies that

K f + i= H o - H iK r 'H f  for 1 <  z <  A  -  1 (C.l)

where K i =  Ho and K% are positive definite. It follows that

- K i  =  H iK rX K , -  K i_i)K r_\H f (C.2)

By repeating (C.2) in conjunction with (3.20c), we obtain

P—I i —1

K i+i — K i =  ]~f M t-j • (Ki+i_p — Kt-p) • JJ  M „ (C.3)
i= 0  n = i—p

Hence

<  II jjM i-,11 II n M.I1 (C.4)
||lVi+i_p -iVt-plI j=0 n=i-p

Now if z — p is suflSciently large such that K,-_p «  K  and M,-_p »  M , then we have

u n W /iii!  n  M.II «  iiM^f (C.3)
j=0 n=i—p

It can be shown that there exists a constant c such that ||M p || <  c[pP(M) -f- e] for a 

given e >  0 [35], which, in conjunction with (0.4) and (C.5), gives

(0 .6)

This implies that K, converges linearly with p^(M) when Kf is close to K.
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Appendix D

Performance Comparison of RDD  

and MDD

From (3.40) and (3.41), the SNR’s of the decision variable for the zth bit of the 

fcth user are 2ek{i)/No(R]f^)u and 2ek{i)Ck{i)^A{l,l)~^Ckii)/No, respectively, where 

I = (i — 1)K  +  k. Hence the performance of the RDD will be uniformly better than 

that of the A/IDD if and only if

>  Cfc(i)^A(Z, Z)-'cfc(z) for 1 <  A: <  A  and 1 <  z <  iV (D.l)
v«-Ar ) i i

The condition in (D.l) holds if and only if

ct(f) A (( ,i)- ' 

or, equivalently, if

A(Z,I) -  b  0 (D.2)

where X  b  0 denotes that matrix X  is positive semidefinite. Since R at =  W ^ R atW , 

then (D.2) holds if and only if

X  =  R](r^- W (W ^ R atW )-^W ^  b  0 (D.3)

whereas X  b  0 if and only if /)(Y) <  1, where

Y  =  W(W"RArW)-'W^R.Ar (D.4)
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From (D.4), it is clear that Y  =  Y Y . Hence, its eigenvalues must be zeros or ones. 

This shows that (D.l) holds for l < k < K  and l < i <  N  and hence the performance 

of the RDD is uniformly better than that of the MDD.
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Appendix E 

Derivation of (5.29)

Define

A = S f S f + o 2 l  (E.l)

Then (5.28) can be rewritten as

r =  SxCicfSf +  A (E.2)

Using the well-known Sherman-Morrison matrix inversion formula [60], we have

r - '  =  A - ' -  E - 'c i ( c f S f  A - 'c i +  l ) - ic f S f  A -^  (E.3)

where E =  S f A~^Si- It follows firom (E.3) that

S fr -'S i =  S  -  S ci(cf Sci +  l ) - 'c f  E

=  (E - '-h C ic f ) - ' (E.4)

From (E.4), we have

( S r r - % ) - '  =  E - '+ C ic f  (E.5)

It can then be readily verified that

r -^ S i(s f r -^ S i) -^  =  A-^SiE-^ (e .g)

Using the matrix inversion formula again, we have

A - 'S i  =  l/<r2[Si -  SKR2 + (7^1)-'%^] (E.7)

S-^ =  a^[Ki -  Ri2(R2 + o 2 I)-ir^ ]-' (E.8)
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Afetr some caculations, (E.8) and (E.8) lead to 

A -'SxS-^  =  S R i2
-1

[U Op (E.9)

where l[, is the I  x L idtentity matrix. Combining (E.6), (E.9), and (5.24) gives 

(5.29).
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Derivation of (5.79)

From (5.71), (5.71), and (5.72), we have

ei{n + 1) =  (I -  fiPy{n)y^{n)P)ei{n) -  /iPy(n)y^(n)w / (F.l)

Define

èi{n) =  Cl^eiin) (F.2)

Y (n) =  Q ^Py(n)y^(n)PQ  (F.3)

X  =  Q ^P  (F.4)

Then, from (F.l), we have

F [è /(n  +  l) è f (n  +  l)]

=  E[èi{n)è^{n)\ -  /ië i(n )êf (n)Y(n)

-tiY{n)èi{n)è^{n) + E[Tl\ +  F[T2] -  F[T3] -  E[TA]

=  Kf(n) -  iiKi{n)X  -  //AKt(n) +  E[Tl] +  E[T2\ -  E[TZ\ -  E[TA\ (F.5)

where

T l  =  /Y (n )è{ (n )ër(n )Y (n ) (F.6)

T2 =  /i^Xy(n)y^(Ti)wiwfy(n)y^(n)X^ (F.7)

T3 =  f iè i{ n )^ y { n )y ^ { n )X ^

- /i^ X y (n )y ^ (n )P e j(n )^ y (n )y ^ (n )X "  (F.8)

T4 =  T3^ (F.9)
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la  the following derivation, a  fourth-order moment expression of the higher-order 

term [54] will be useful. For evaluating E[T1], this expression leads to

E[Y(n)éi(n)éfin)Y(n)]  «  £;[Y(n)]tr(i?[Y(n)]K,(n)) (F.IO)

By (5.76) and (F.4), we have

E[Y(n)] =  A (F .ll)

and hence

E[Tl] = /A tr(A K (n)) (F.12)

With the same approximation as in (F.IO), we have

E[T2\ «  ^ 2 x r t r ( r w i ^ ) X "

= u^XrwiFwf X'*

= /x^MiXrx^
=  m̂ MiA (F.13)

In order to evaluate E[T3], the following equation will be useful

w f  r P Q  =  0 (F.14)

The expectation of the first term in T3 is given by

E[p,èi{n)'^y{n)y^{n)X.^] =  nE[ëi{n)]wfrFQ  =  G (F.15)

Using the same approximation as in (F.IO), the expectation of the second term in T3 

can be found as

V X T tr(rP F ;[e /(n )]w f )X ^ =  V X T w f  rPE[e,(n)]X ^ =  0 (F.16)

Combining (F.15) and (F.16), we have

E[T3] =  E\TA\ =  0 (F.17)

Substituting (F.12), (F.13), and (F.17) into (F.5) gives (5.79).




